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Injured Schneider sits first
time in 34 consecutive games.
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Some students look so good
to UCF, they're paid to be here.
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Senatorial candidates Dan Reiner, John Kaiser, Kevin Ortiz, Matt Reaves and Mark White ask
for votes from passers-by at the Engineering Building Monday. First-round elections
concluded Wednesday. Run-off elections will start 8 a.m. Monday.

SGA Senate
election results
Student Government elections
for the 36th Senate concluded at 5
p.m. Wednesday.
Voter turnout was high, with
5,078 students casting ballots,
compared with about 1,400 last ,
year.
In races where a candidate
won more than 50 percent of the
vote, the candidate is declared the
winner. In races where no candi-

date won more than 50 percent of
the vote, the top two candidates
will compete in a fllll-Off election.
Voting for run~ff elections
begins Monday at 8 am. and ends
Wednesday at 5 p.m. Vote online
at https;//connect.ucf.edu.
The Elections Commission
meets at 7 p.m. in the Senate conference room to make final decisions on several pending races.
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CAS/1
CAS12
CAS/3
CASJ.4
CAS/5
CAS/6
CAS/7
CAS/8
CAS/9
CASI 10
CASI 11
CAS/12
CASI 13
CASI 14
CBA/ 1
CBA/2
CBA/3
CBA/4
CBA/5
CBA/6
CBA/7
CBA/8
CBA/9
CBA/10
CBA I 11
EDUC I 1
EDUC/2
EDUC/3 *
EDUC/ 4
EDUC/ S *
EDUC/ 6
ENGR / 1
ENGR/2
ENGR/3
ENGR/ 4
ENGR/ S *
ENGR/6
ENGR/7
HPA/1
HPA/2
HPA/3
HPA/4
HPA/5
HPA/6
HPA/7
UND/1
UND/2
UND/3
HOSP I 1
OPTICS/ 1 *
BREVARD I 1 *
DAYTONA/1

Natalie Taylor (77.3)
Kelly Morrell (56.7)
Andrew Dilliner (41.9)
Kailon Shrum (48.7)
Brittney Rutledge (38.2)
Kevin Buck (57.7)
Kelly Travis (59.7)
Sara Hunt (40.4)
Arianne Buchanan (55.1)
Nick Merolle (59.S)
Rachel Olander (52.0)
Brian Margolis (59.2)
John Avola Q3.6)
Jillian Kipp (59.2)
Benjamin Reid (58.4)
Jennifer Helman (97.2)
Anthony Soroka (97 .2)
Peter Cimino (98.3)
Michael Pascucci (97 .4)
AlexSigal (60.1)
Sammy Mamdani (99.3)
Kyle Considder (98.1)
Sean Lavin (38.1)
. Jonathan Edwards (78.S)
Jason Quick (52,0)
Julie Reeves (95.4) .
Lindsay Fox (98.7)
RESULTS PENDING
Teresa Raines (90.3)
REStlLTS PENDING
Kevin O'Grattin (95.6)
Pavan Talakala (47.7)
C. Hunger Singh (46.9)
Gabrielle Gibson (51 .4)
M.inh Nguyen (88.2)
Ajwad Ansari (49.8)
Keith Rea (48.1)
Bryan Herde (46.6)
Olu Aduloju (93.0)
David.Rosenthal (40.3)
Andreina Ramones (54.0)
Sawan Malik (54.3)
J. Ryan Schroeder (97.0)
Jen Schunatz (37 .9)
Evan Rosenberg (63.0)
Michelle Hipps (55.2)
Ansley Godber (57.0)
Matt Oberlender (60.7)
Erin Heil (94.3)
RESULTS PENDING
RESULTS PENDING
Michelle Dragovich (97.0)

Runoff O(!(!Onent (% v~tes)
Nathan Mitchell (33,5)
Michael Mclaughlin (30.6)
Andrew Houchins (30.6)
Mary Ellett (35:2)

Matt Shannon (28.5)

Kristin Perpall (24.8)

-Dan Reiner (33.6)
John Kaiser (39.9)
Matthew Reaves (39.6)
Mark White (37 .S)
Nichole Ederer (27.S)

.

- DARREN HOLLANDER
SENIOR, BIOLOGY MAJOR

DaITen Hollander, a senior biology major, . has had UCF health
insurance for the past two semesters. Hollander had Medicaid up to
two years ago. However, after rel~
eating to Orlando, h~ "literally went
through a phone book trying to find
a physician who would accept
Medicaid." It was then that
Hollander decided to take up UCF's
insurance instead. "They covered
60% of a minor surgical procedure
that I had to have done, and I did
not. pay any fees for biopsy," he
said.
The question for most students
is ·how one would decide on an
insurance plan. Which type and
extent of coverage? What makes
one plan better than the other?
Should one choose an HMO over a
PPO? Which premium is best to
choose? Which annual deductible
is a smarter choice?
In the early days, health care
was entirely a private matter, and
people were expected to take care
of themselves. However, after
World War II, as the cost of health
care began to increase rapidly, a
wide variety of health insurance
plans developed. The first of these
plans was Blue Cross and Blue
Shield, a community-based nonprofit' plan developed by hospitals
. and physicians. This was followed
by the development 9f welfare trust

PLEASESEE

HEALTH ON AS
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David Beilein, a freshman majoring in athletic training, isn't happy - he broke his leg
last Monday playing intramural flag football. His insurance company is Florida First.

open door, repelling the suspects.
The shirtless intruder desperately forced against the weight of the
Music from a booming stereo student who answered the door,
kept the mood in the home lively who held off the invasion despite
af a duplex in the Sherwood having two injured shoulders.
Forest ;neighborhood Tuesday
Both victims asked to remain
night; two Valencia Community anonymous.
College students hung out at the
The residents got the door
home, just south of campus. ·n closed, and then they heard the
was an ordinary night on VIBhaal gun. One shot ricocheted off the
Drive, a quiet, tree-lined street. concrete block Then the s~cond,
Then came a knook on the door, just as the victim's friend bent .
at about 9:30 p.m.
over to pick up the broom, tore
A shirtless black man, with through the front window of their
tattoos covering bo,tli biceps and duplex, ripping a hole in the
a "No Fear" tattoo on his neck, closed blinds, then through a wall
said he liked the sound of the and into another wall across the
.
music; his accomplice then pulled hall.
out a gun and pointed it at the
·~ I was bending down, the
resident. The resident promptly bullet went . by my head," the
grabbed the gun, and struggied to broom-wielding friend said. "I
keep it pointed away from him saw a piece of the blinds fly past
while tryingto close the door with. my eye."
his body.
The victims said they thought
The armed suspect, a black the shots were fired at the winmale of average height with dow because their shadows were
shoulder-length black dread- cast on it, giving the suspects a
locks, and a full beard and mus- target. They locked the doors and
tache, continued to hold the gun turned off the lights, as the susduring the struggie.
pects fled. One suspect ran to the
,"Hey man, I need your help main entrance of the neighborhere, right now!" the resident hood, then across the street to
yelled to his friend, inside the l,Jniversity House apartments.
home.
As he ran, a friend of the vicThe two struggled to close the tims was driving back to his
door, with the victim's friend jab- house next door. He floored the
bing a broomstick through the brakes, • he said, because he

ALEX BABCOCK
Managing Editor

SOURCE:UCFSTUDENT GOVERNMENT

U.S. ambassador to
United Nations to
headline symposium
Stumbling Block for American
Fbreign ·Policy?" is being orchestrated by the Lou Frey Institute of
United Nations officials, Politics and Government at UCF.
Ambassadors, Congressmen and It will start at 9:30 am. Monday in
a Pulitzer Prize-winning writer the Live Oak Room, also known
headline a symposium to be held . as the President's Dining Room.
"I think we are at a stage
Monday and Tuesday jn the Live
Oak Room of the Marketplace. where, from the U.S. standpoint,
On the discussion agenda is the we need to make a decision
troubled relationship between whether the United Nations is
the United States and the United worth putting a lot of time and
effort into," said Lou Frey, the
Nations.
The symposium, titled "2003 institute's founder and nameF8.ll Symposium:· The U.S. and
the U.N.: Building Block or
PlEAsE SEE SYMPOSIUM ON AS

BEN BAIRD

"I literally went
through a phone
book trying to
·find a physician
who would
·accept Medicaid."

Amy Ridge (34.7)

*Final results pending. All results as of 10:00 p.m. Wednesday.

Senior Staff Writer

Health insurance, like taxes, is
something that most students prefer to avoid. According to an online
poll, more than half of all UCF students are covered under their parents' insurance. However, after
graduating, .outgrowing parents'
insurance or . special circum-.
stances, every student needs to
make a decision regarding a health
insurance plan, either individually
or through an employer.

funds and private commercial
insurance plans. Today most of the
population has to choose from ·
approximately 800 insurance carriers that comprise the commercial
health insurance industry.
Private health insurance coverage varies widely in terms of benefits provided, the extent of reimbursements and exclusions and
limitations. However, they generally cover inpatient hosp.i tal and
physician services and outpatient
hospital services including laboratory procedures. One central issue
is the deciding factor in selecting
an insurance plan for individual or
group needs.
For instance; the insurance
package available through UCE
Health Center is selected annually
by the Insurance Committee which
is composed of UCF faculty, staff
and students. Arlene Katz, the
financial assistance comiselor at
the UCF Health Center explained
that "each year Collegiate Risk
Management presents different
services to the Insurance
Committee at UCF. Our goal is to
pick the plan with good benefits
·
and low premiums."
All students have the choice of
purchasing UCF health insurance,
which covers lab work, x-rays, prOcedures and prescription drugs
with. a small c~payment. Katz
added that if a student needs to see
a specialist, the Health Center can
give them referrals. This helps the
students to only pay a small portion
of the total fee of the specialist.
But what if a student needs to
choose a. plan other than the
school's package? To help understand each plan's options, students
should understand the terminology
commonly used in health insurance
systems. Below are some transl~
tions:
Annual Deductible: A sum of
money that must Be paid, typically
every year, before the insurance
policy becomes active.
For
instance: If the cost of a hospital
stay is $10,000, and the annual
deductible is $2,500, the patient
needs to pay the $2,500 out-ofpocket. Each insurance plan offers
rates
of
annual
different
deductibles.
The higher the
amount of the annual deductible,
the lower the c~payment will be,
because the patient is paying more
money out-of-pocket.
Co;-payment: The amount of
money paid as the insured per son
uses the insurance servtces; e.g.

Orange County Sheriff's
Deputies scoured the
University House
apartment complex, •
above, for suspects in a
burglary. One suspect
was apprehended in the
complex. Though no one
was seriously injured,
one gunshot broke a
half-inch hole in the
front window of the
victims' home.

noticed the man acting suspiciously. "He was running down
the street, looking back over his
shoulder. Then he got to the wall
[at the edge of University House
apartments] and started looking

j~·

back and fourth, real suspt;
.
cious."
When the friend drove home,
he found his neighbor's house

Pwse SEE ONE ON A2

Arotmd Campus
LtGMmorto speakat UCF
Lt. Gov. 'lbni Jennings will
speak at the grand opening of the
UCF Academy for Teaching, ,
I.earning and Leadership today.
UCF President John Hitt and
College of Education Dean
Sandra Robinson will also be on
band to officially unveil the $11
million,
45,000-square-foot
Academy that will support lifelong le.arning, partnerships with
education and the community
and developing teaching, learning and leadership practices.
'Ihe ceremony will be held
from 9 a.m. to 10:30 a.m. at the
Academy, next to Millican Hall.

Islam and Christianity meeting
Apopka family doctor Addam
Masri, a Muslim raised in
Lebanon, will discuss the differences between Islam and
Christianity at 7:45 p.m. today in
Portable 11, Room 105, behind
the Classroom I Building. The
meeting will include a presentation, followed by a question-andanswer session. This meeting is
hosted by Acts 29, a campus
Christian group. Fbr more infor, mation visit www.ucfacts29.com.

Don't sweat the CLAST
Students taking the CLAITT
exam Saturday can get help. The
Student Academic Resource
Center will hold two free review
sessions geared towards CLAITT
math at 6 p.m. today in Phillips
Hall Room 115. The topics will
include arithmetic and geometry.
On Friday at 6 p.m., brush up on
algebra, statistics, and logic. Fbr
more information call 407-8235130.

Find zen in Chemistry Building
Tonight, the Religious Studies

Program at UCF presents a seminar on the Kwan-Um tradition of
Buddhism. The event is organ17.ed by the Orlando Zen Circle.
The free, public lecture starts at
7 p.m. in the Chemistry Building,
Room 202. For more information
Call 407-823-46'24.

See Florida's economic future
Economist Henry R Fishkind
will present "Economic Fbrecast
for Florida and the United
States" at 2:30 p.m. Friday in the
Cape Florida Ballroom of the
Student Union. The program is
part of the Department of
Economics Seminar Series.
Fishkind is principal of Fishkind
and Associates, a 12-member
eoonomic consulting firm located
in the Quadrangie, adjacent to
UCF. The firm specializes in forecast work and advises local governments, redevelopment agencies and real estate develo~
ments. Fbr more information call
407-&3-3265.

Survive your new roommate
' Learn how to deal with roommates at "Surviving in Close
Quarters:
Dealing
with
Roommates," a presentation on ,
the common issues new roommates face. Presenters Megan
Greene and Ashley Carson will
discuss negotiating boundaries,
respecting personal property
and space, adapting to different ·
personality styles, and understanding cultural differences.
The seminar starts at noon on
Monday, in Student Union Room
221 AB. Fbr more information
call 407-823-2811.

let us know
The Future wants to hear
from you! If you have a club,
organization or event and want
your information to be considered for the Around Campus
column, send an e-mail to editor@UCFnews.com or send a
fax to 407-447-4556. Deadlines
are 5 p.m. Monday for the
Thursday edition, and 5 p.m.
Friday for the Monday edition.

Corrections
In the Sept. 29 issue, page 4,
the Future published an erroneous title. Patrick Rostock was
identified as a UCF Student
Government Senator. Rostock is
not a Senator.

Solution•

Lavin cleared, NO
BEN BAIRD
Senior StaffWriter

Two days of intense debate over partisan UCF Senatorial campaign Web
sites came to an end Tuesday; with a
technical exoneration for students linked
to UCFStudents.com. Students responsible for the pro-marijuana student group
NORML site were convicted of a minor
election violation.
The Student Government Elections
Commission met once Monday and again
on Tuesday to discuss the matters, with
charges brought against NORML
Monday for using a Pegasus symbol with
a marijuana-leaf background for a logo
on their site.
"On their Web site in the left corner
there was a Pegasus displayed on top of
a marijuana leaf. When we saw that we
were a little bit appalled so we decided to
file a violation concerning that," said
SGA Supervisor of Elections Michael
Romero. The commission deemed it a
minor violation, which means it violated
a statute, but didn't affect the election.
Changes in Elections Statutes this
year prevented the commission from
levying a fine against NORML. Romero
described the punishment handed to
NORML as a slap on the wrists.
For the rest of the meeting Monday
night the commission debated whether
UCFStudents.com had committed violations like libeling liberal candidates with
a "Red Flag" list of candidates not to vote
for.
, The list included 10 candidates that
the Web site claimed were members of
the UCF Progressive Council, an umbrella organization made up of UCF's liberal
student groups.
The site also claimed members of the
group were extremist, perverted liberals.
However, according to Deputy Attorney
General Tyler Van Voorhees, nearly all of
the statements made on the site were
opinion-based, even the list of candidates
believed to be on a Progressive Council
ticket, and were therefore not subject to
libel laws.
Commissioners decided to table
debate until Tuesday, so they could
examine elections statutes more closely.
Within a day; the commission was
given three new memos, two accusing
UCFStudents.com
and
UCFElectio:r;is.com of infractions, and
one by Lavin, rebutting those charges.
"It
should
be
noted
that
UCFStudents.com is owned ahd run by
Andrew Swift, whom also happens to be
Sean Lavin's fraternity brother in Phi
Delta Theta, member numbers 248 and
252 respectively;" wrote Rachel Olander,
president of UCF's American Civil
Liberties Union chapter, in a memq to the
commission. She's also a Senate candidate.
According to Olander's memo, the fra-

censured

ture of the candidates themselves,"
Romero said.
The complaints against the site had
gone unknown to even those closest to
.the site, including Senatorial candidate
Ajwad Ansari who claimed enough control over the site to decide upon its content.
"It's absolutely ludicrous," Ansari
said. "I just came to attend the meeting, I
didn't even know that there were
charges." Ansari said that he sees the
attacks
brought
against
UCFElections.com as a case of jealousy
on the part of the Progressive Councjl. "I
get the feeling that they know they're
going to lose and want to take everyone
else down with them."
After resolving the issue of
the
attention
UCFElections.com,
returned to UCFStudents.com and
Senatorial candidate Sean Lavin. In his
memo to commissioners, he layed out his
defense.
"I do not own that Web site in any
way; shape, or form; nor do I have FTP
access to update or alter that site in anyway;" Lavin wrote in a memo to conimissioners. '"I cannot and do not control the
content that goes on the Web site."
After much argument, a lot of which
was centered around whether or not
Lavin did indeed control the content of
the site, which features him as its candiBEN BAIRD I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
date of the week, the Commission voted
Senatorial candidate Sean Lavin reads from Election Statutes during an Elections Commission meeting, where his
that Lavin didn't control the site. The
fate was disrussed Monday night, while Progressive Council President Emily Ruff speaks to the commission.
debate then moved to whether Lavin was ,
guilty of harming other candidates by
ternity connection between Lavin and
endorsing UCFStudents.com
the site's owner was proof enough to hold
This debate lasted even longer than
Lavin guilty by association. The charges
the one prior to it. At one point the
against Lavin were under a section of the
Elections Commission requested an end
UCF Elections Statutes that prevent canto questions and comments from condidates from committing libel or slander
cerned parties, including Rostock, Lavin,
against one-another.
Olander, and eveh SGA President Brian
''As co-chair of the Progressive
Battles, who advised the Commission not
Council I was concerned for the reputato allow those watching their deliberation of the groups within the council and
tions to "run the Jneeting."
the good name of the council itself possi-SEAN LAVIN
Finally it was decided that Lavin had
SENATORIAL CANDIDATE
bly being maligned to potential voters,"
done nothiJ;J.g to break the election
said Patrick Rostock co-chairman of the
statutes, and that the Web site's owner
UCF Progressive Council, and the author
of the second memo which questioned site UCFElections.com. On this site there was not fully accountable, as the site was
whether Lavin and the Web site were in is a link which allows visitors to view ~ run by a limited liability company.
"Business Team," and an "Engineering
"There was no direct connection
violation of election law.
Rostock's memo did not include offi- Team." Rostock was concerned that the established between Sean Lavin and the
cial charges against Lavin or tlie Web site violated election rules forbidding Web site UCFStudents.com," Romero
site, but did present strong language candidates from running as a named said. There was never any ihlormation
suggesting that action against them was team. The site showed candidates stand- displaye~ aside from a platform on the
ing side-by-side, along with named tick- UCF Students' homepage where they
necessary.
"Not only does the site, which sports a ets, both violations of section 605.2.C, endorsed Sean Lavin.
·
"I never had any doubt that I would be
black and gold motif that could have eas- · Rostock wrote.
The issue of the UCFElections.com [cleared of the charges], I never did anyily confused voters, establish a non-existent 'Progressive Ticket' which does not Web site.was debated-upon first, and the thing wrong," Lavin said.
Rostock said he's ready to move on,
exist as the Progressive Council has cho- site was reviewed via a laptop by
sen not to endorse any candidates for Election Commissioners. The site was but pleased that the commission sees a
this election, it also commits libel against deemed not in violation of election need to revise the election statutes to
prevent ambiguities in the future.
both the Progressive Council and the statutes.
"After looking at the Web site itself we According to Romero, any vaguely wordcandidates listed on the 'Red Flag' page."
Also includ~d in Rostock's memo was decided that the name that they had ed election statutes will be reviewed
an inquiry as to the legitimacy of the Web devised was just a link to look at a pie- after the election.

"I cannot and do
not control the
content that goes
on the Web site."

I

Gandhi Day
One shooting
suspect at large could draw
Al

he begged residents to
hide him from people he
locked, and all the lights said were chasing him
off. He thought they with guns, accord to police
weren't home, and every- accounts. After spending a
thingwas all right.
few minutes inside, he ·
A few minutes later, he fled; police say he hid in a
decided his neighbors had weight room in the comto be home, so he went plex - something resiover a second time, and dents say suggests at least
the victims told them what one suspect lives in the
. he knew - they'd just neighborhood, because
been shot at, and had been he'd have to know the
lying on the floor, hoping code to the door to get in.
to avoid any more bullets,
A call from the startled
while they waited for the apartment
residents,
police to arrive. Other along with calls from oththan a few scrapes, they ers in the complex, evenwere uninjured.
. tually led the deputies to a
Orange
County suspect, hiding in plain
Sheriff's Deputies scoured sight. He'd been watching
the area, by foot, car and the deputies interviewwit. helicopter. A search dog nesses, while .standing
quickly picked up the near his car with other
scent of a suspect's trail, . residents. Several calls of
heading straight down the suspicious activity were
street, out of the neighbor- · called in before the arrest
hood, . and over to of one suspect was made,
in a parking lot of
University"House.
The dog lost the trail in University House. The
the heavily trafficked suspect refused to identify
neighborhood,
though, himself; he had no identiand deputies were forced fying information on him.
to search the neighborThe search for the
hood, through a maze of oth~r suspect slowly
apartment buildings, on wound
down,
with
foot, some carrying shot- deputies returning to their
guns as they stepped patrol cars and departing.
between cars, around The victims were taken to
, brick walls, and down the scene to identify the
shadowy paths.
arrested suspect, seated
Meanwhile, one sus- in the back of a patrol car.
On Wednesday; one
pect was in hiding- he'd
frantically beat on .the suspect remained at large,
door of an apartment in and no weapon has been
the neighborhood, where recovered.
FROM

200,Hitt
I

iticluded
RANDY HARRIS
Contributing Writer

"You must be the change you
wish to see in the world."
These were the. words of civil
rights leader Mahatma Gandhi
and the theme of the Futh Annual
National Gandhi Day of Service on
Saturday.
For the first time since its
inception, UCF will be joining over
100 universities and charity organAMBER PLANK I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
izations to commemorate the Pavan Talakala ha·s been president of Sangam, UCF's Indian Student Asspciation, for two years. The
birthday of Gandhi and reinforce group is co-sponsoring the Fifth Annual National Gandhi Day of Service this Saturday.
the humanitarian ideals of public
service and nonviolence that is his sored by Sangam, the Indian Orlando and assisting handilegaey.
Student Association of UCF and capped athletes as part of the
The ceremony will take place at the largest international student Special
Olympics
"Bowling
the Barbara Ying Center from 9 group on campus. In addition to its Buddies" program, as well as
a.m. to 11 a.m., followed by volun- reputation for volunteer service, other activities setup by the YMCA
teer projects at v~ious sites from Sangam aims to bring different and Wmter Park Day Nursery.
noon to 4 p.m. A plethora of inter- multicultural factions together
Pavan
Talakala, · Stu.dent
national groups such as South through events such as Gandhi Government Senator · and presiAsian American Leaders of Day.
dent of Sangam, hopes the event's
Tomorrow, or SA.ALT, and local vol"[The event] will bring Indian theme will continue to resonate in
unteer organizations like Hands and international UCF students all those who participate on
on Orlando are sponsoring UCF's and faculty together to do some- Saturday.
Gandhi Day of Service 2003.
, thing of great help to the local com"In a time when we have a lot of
Over 200 people are expected to munity and charitable organiza- war going on, we want to stand up
participate,
including
UCF tions of Orlando," said Shobana for the principles Gandhi lived by
President John Hitt, who is sched- Daniell, co-organizer of the event, and let people know that things
uled to deliver the welcome working in conjunction with can b? accomplished nonviolently,"
he said.
speech. John Bersia, a Pulitzer Sangam.
Prize-winning journalist and UCF
Volunteer projects planned for
Volunteers are still needed for
professor of political science, will the event include painting the some of the aforementioned projbe the keynote speaker for the headquarters of the Orlando chap- ects. Anyone interested is encourevent.
ter of the American Red Cross, aged to register by signing up at
The event is also being co-spon- cleaning up Clear Lake Canal in www.gandhiday.org.
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Petition pick-ups: Sept. 8 - Sept. 17 9:0·0 am - 5:00pm ·
Declaration of Candidacy: Sept. 15 - Sept. 17 9:00am - 5:00pm
Senate Election: Sept. 29 - Oct. 1 9:00am - 5 :OOpm
Run-off Elections: Oct. 6 - Oct. 8 9:00am - 5:00pm
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Nation and World

Afghan higJtway
construction to
finish in December

Meanwhile, at the University of Illinois at
Urbana-Champaign, four fraternities have
been removed from campus over the last 10
years, and others have been sanctioned,
according to officials there.
While national discipline figures for frats
are not available, officials say universities
· and fraternities are working to send an
unambiguous message to students.
"We're at a point in the continuum of fraternity life where we're not going to tolerate
it," said Peter Smithhisler, vice president for
community relations at the North-American
lnterfraternity Conference in Indianapolis.
Legal liability remains a big factor in the
crackdown on rowdy behavior. The muchpublicized death of a Massachusetts Institute
of Technology freshman, who drank himself
to death at a 1997 Phi Gamma Delta fraternity initiation, resulted in a lawsuit and a $4.75
million settlement.

CHRIS WALKER I CHICAGO TRIBUNE

Anthony Vastardis helps his daughter move into the fonner
Kappa Sigma fraternity house on the Evanston campus of
Northwestern. The fraternity was banned from the University
until 2007. The house now houses transfer students.

For some frats the party's over
Less than three weeks after the June 4
incident at the Shedd Aquarium near
Northwestern University, the Kappa Sigma
.
fraternity's fate was all but sealed - already
on probation for an alcohol incident that
landed a pledge in the hospital - got the boot
· from Northwestern, banned from the university until 2007·
The severity of the sanctions shocked
some Kappa Sigs, who said the allegations of
vandalism, animal endangerment and excessive rowdiness were exaggerated.
Returning college students this fall are
finding a university and fraternity system
increasingiy intolerant of the boorishness
popularized by movies like '~al House" or
MTV's "Fraternity Life."
In the last five years Northwestern, in conjunction with national fraternity organizations arid the university's interfraternity
council, has suspended five frats from the
Evanston campus.

D.o

nor.
"I have a sense of foreboding about what
could happen to the state" if Schwarzenegger
is elected, Huffington said in an interview. She
said she planned to spend the remaining days
before the Oct. 7 election campaigning
against the recall and warning that
Schwarzenegger is not the outsider he purports to be.
Amid a growing perception that the race
has become a contest between Davis and
Schwarzenegger, Lt. Gov. Cruz Bustamante
mounted an aggressive defense of his gubernatorial campaign, dismissing suggestions
that he was failing to win over voters and
arguing that he will eventually triumph.
Davis, for his part, kept hammering at
Schwarzenegger during a visit to the headquarters of the Los ·Angeles County
Federation of Labor on Tuesday morning.
The governor repeated a challenge to
Schwarzenegger for a public debate.
Authorities arrest Guantanamo base translator
"Life and government does not always go
Authorities arrested a third person from according to a script," said Davis, who was
the U.S. Naval Base on Guantanamo Bay, accompanied by Democratic National
Cuba, an interpreter charged Tuesday with . Committee Chairman Terry McAuliffe. ·~gov
lying about carrying allegedly classified ernor needs to think on his feet, and .I think
material in a garment bag seized after he you have somebody here who can think on his
arrived at Boston Logan Airport from Egypt. feet and lead this state fmward."
The interpreter, 31-year-old Ahmed Fathy ,
Mehalba, appeared fu U.S. District Court in WMD may have been bluff by Saddam
Boston on Tuesday and was formally charged
With no chemical or biological weapons
with malting false statements to federal yet found in Iraq, the U.S. official in charge of
agents after attempting to clear an airport the search for Saddam Hussein's weapons of
security checkpoint Monday.
· mass destruction is pursuing the possibility
Prosecutors allege that he was carrying that the Iraqi leader was bluffing, pretending
132 compact discs, at least one of which he had distributed them to his most loyal
reportedly held secret information about commanders to deter the United States from
operations at Camp Delta, the U.S. military invading.
prison in Cuba where 660 al-Qaida and
Such a possibility is one element in the
Taliban prisoners are detained.
interim report that David Kay, who heads the
· Mehalba's arrest marks the third time in 1,200-person, CIA-lead team in Iraq, will
10 days that authorities have announced that . describe before the House and Senate intellian official at the heavily fortified prison has gence committees today, according to people
been detained - actions that have raised familiar with his planned testimony.
questions about the security of the facility.
In particular, Kay has examined prewar
Authorities say they have no evidence that Iraqi communications collected by U.S. intelthe three men are parj; of a conspiracy.
ligence agencies indicating that Iraqi comOfficials at the Pentagon's Southern manders, including Ali Hassan Majeed, also
Command, which oversees the base, said they known as "Chemical Ali," were given the
are sending a special task force to the island authority to launch weapons of mass destru~
to assess the physical integrity of Camp Delta tion against U.S. troops as they advanced
and make recommendations for safeguarding north from Kuwait.
security there.
The intelligence prompted President Bush
to say shortly before the war began last
Huffington exits, Bustamante asserts viability
March, 'We have sources that tell us that
Arianna Huffington withdrew Tuesday Sadd
H
·
tl
th · d Ir ·
am ussem recen Y au orize
aq1
from the race to replace California Gov. Gray field commanders to use chemical weapons,
Davis, saying she was worried about the the very weapons the dictator tells the world
prospect of Arnold Schwarzenegger as govel.'- he does not have."

ANDREW MAYKUTH
Knight Ridder Newspapers (KRT)

GHAZNI, Afghanistan
Trucks full of steaming asphalt
drove past Mike Bois, each load
adding a few more feet to the
· black ribbon advancing across
the barren landscape. Bois
watched the procession, talking a
mile a minute, faster than anyone
has driven around here . in
decades.
'We're. pulling out all stops,
whatever it takes to get this project finished," said Bois, the
superintendent of The Louis
Berger Group, a New Jersey construction company that is
rebuilding the 299-mile highway
linking Afghanistan's capital,
Kabul, with its second-largest
city, Kandahar.
This is no mere highway; but a
mission carrying huge symbolic
as well as practical significance.
Anxious to prove that President
Harilid Karzai's government can
deliver, the United States has
accelerated the $250 million project. Bois is under orders to open
the road by the end of the year
and to complete it by next year,
when elections are scheduled.
"We're working two shifts, 20
hours a day," said Bois, punctuating the conversation with a few
salty words. "Nobody is taking
any vacation until the end of the
year unless they want to be called
a wuss."
Rebuilding
Afghanistan's
principal highway would be challenging enough. All the equipment, most of the skilled labor
and nearly all the materii:µs had
to be imported, and the roadway
had to be cleared of mines before
construction could begin.
The effort has been co:tnplicat.ed by threats from Taliban fight-
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If You Still Think A Laptop Computer Cost
Too Much Read This•••••

,----Dr. Yvette Colon-

e

Fast Laptops Under $500

Our Laptops Are DeRvered:
Q

The number one reason why students
like laptops is that they are small and
take up little space. The second reason
is that they can take them to class and
the library when things get a little loud
at the dorms or frat houses. Fast, business class laptops are available with warranty at great prices from lextel.

specializing 1n:

High and Low Lights • Perms
Straightening • Color• Color Correction
Men and Women's Haircutting

10°/o DISCOUNT FOR
STUDENTS & FACULTY

4

•w/valid UCF ID. Discount applies to salon services only. Not
valid with any other offers or promotions

I

If you are looking for quality Eyecare with a '
personal touch, we hope you'll give us ,a call.

Full Line of Quality Products from REDKEN AND PAUL MITCHELL

We provid~ reliable, off-lease, Fortune
500 laptop systems. We have a variety
of systems to choose from, starting at just
over $200. Coll us for details.

Dr. Col6n is bilingual and bicultural, which
enables her to meet the needs of Central
Florida's growing Latino community.

?tyyointments ?l.cceyted • Wa(fi-~ns We{come

[Ci:

WE ACCEPT VISA & MASTERCARD ~
lllll!!W!ll!lll!Wll!llli!iiliii!ill"9!1!

(407) 971-3737

1 Completely cleaned & refurbished
2Wrth a 3 Month Warranty
3 Returns honored up to 7 days '
from receipt.

<,)

Visit our web-site and leam
more about this affordable
alternative.
I

http://lextel.affordablelaptops.com

,uSpecial Packaged Offerings" for
just $499, while suppf1es last!

I>

ll

Lextel's Affordable Computers

Call us at 866-304-8136

www.YvetteColonOD.com

12263 UNIVERSITY BLVD. • ORLANDO, Fl 32817 • 407-658-2121
MON - FRI 9am - Spm

ers seeking to sabotage Karzai's
,government. A Taliban squad on
Sept. 1 killed six construction
guards as they slept in their
tents. After the attack, some
security guards quit, .and a critical gravel-crushing plant is bemg
moved to a more hospitable village.
'
Authorities are responding
gradually. Interior Minister Ali
Ahmad Jalali promised to speed
up police training and to beef up
security, especially along the
Kabul-Kandahar road. "It's our
top priority, the security of the
highway," he said.
The Kabul-Kandahar road
was built 40 years ago with U.S.
funds, but decades of negiect and
war turned it into a rutted patchwork of potholes. Before the project began, the drive between the
two cities took more than 12
neck-snapping hours.
The new road - much of it is
already graded - is expected to
cut travel times, improve farmers' access to markets, lower
prices of goods and speed up the
security forces' response times.
"This new road will cut the
time it takes to drive to Kabul by
half, to six hours," said
Mohammed Ismail, a Kandahar
driver of ope of the beat-up minivans that travel the route. ''We
also expect less damage to our
vehicles. We all think it will be a
big help for the people, for the
country."
The Taliban rebuilt the first fl..7
miles of road out of Kabul, and
the Japanese government is paymg $25 million to reconstruct the
last 31 miles before Kandahar.
Louis Berger has hired five sulr
contractors - Turks, Indians
and Afghan-Americans - to

·~
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National Gandhi Day of Service
October 4th, 2003
·Register at: www.GandhiDay.org
Join thousorm of people across America to celebrote Mahatma
Gardhi's birthday by perforrnirg a>nmrity service iroje.cts in
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For 15 years, SARC has been a resource for the
best academic support in the business...
Our top quality programs include:

,,

Orlando, Florida.

National Gandhi Day of Service 2003 takes place en Sat\rday,
October 4, 2003 in beautiful Orlard>, FL. Join us in a special dQy
of vok.rrteer service to honor the birth and legacy of Mahatma

Gandhi.
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S1A.pple1M.tV1.tifl l"'-Str1A.cti:oV1.
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HO'N : Register online at www.GandhiDay.org, dick en "Orkn:lo
Vokrrteers aick Here" link to choose a fJ"Ojecl".
~:

9:00om at the University of Central Florida, Bari>era Y~
Center. After kn:h, serve at 1he YOb'1teer site of ycxr choice.

Free k.rdi cn:I T-shirts provided to voh.nteers.
email~.com

(Please note: T-shirts are limited, so please register early)

Call: 407-823-5130
Stop by the lab: PH 115
Visit: www.sarc.sdes.ucf.edu
Come celebrate with us!
Academic Development and Retention
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· Elevators lag behind in safety
FRANK KOSHEL
Staff Writer

'>
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"
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Hey, doesn't the expiration
.date on that elevator thing say
Aug. 1, 2003?
Yes, it does. It's October, and
the expired licenses are still up
on all the elevators at UCF, even
the elevators in the new
Education Bllnding. Are students in danger of these elevators collapsing or something
equally horrific?
Geoff· Luebkemann is the.
director of the Division for Hotels
and Restaurants of the Florida
Department of Hotels of
Business and Regulation. He
says changes are being made to
the department's system of elevator safety certification, which,
caused the delivery of new ·

licenses to be delayed.
"85 percent of the elevators in
the state of Florida are maintained through maintenance
contracts," Luebkemann says.
UCF has a maintenance department at the Physical Plant that ·
deals with elevator malfunctions
and maintenance. Buzz Clark
deals with UCF elevators whenever a problem with an elevator
on camrms arises.. Attempts to
reach Buzz Clark were uilsuccessful.
Are people afUCFwaitingfor. ·
the licenses to come in?
Workers at the Physical Plant
are aware of the situation that
Luebkemann is dealingwith and
said that they had not yet
received their new licenses,
JAN SVOBOOA I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
which are over two months Elevators inside the Student Union are
behind.
aniong many with expired licenses inside.

·, Rough road a construction challenge
FROM

A4

rebuild the remaining 241 miles.
Though groundbreaking took
(j
place last year, the contracts
were not let until this year. The
American planners are defensive ~bout criticism that ·the
work is moving slowly.
"They keep criticizing it,"
Bois _said. "They say it's not
done, and one magazine called it
'paper thin.' When it's done, it
Will match road conditions in the
"'I . States." The two-lane road will
have an asphalt depth of 8 to 12
inches.
Daunting logistics caused
·> some of the delay: All the equipment, including rock-crushing

machinery; bulldozers and as are the two engineers who
trucks, had to be brought in by were injured.
road or airlifted. The contractors
And then there are cultural
are haulihg 108,000 metric tons n;i.isunderstandings about how
of asphalt over the Khybe:r Pass strongly the Berger . team·
from Pakistan, using about 90 reg-ards the deadli:rie to open the
trucks a day
road.
"We ·had to build asphalt
"This Dec. 31 deadline isn't
plants and crushers," Bois said. something we're trying to do,"
"TrY bringing an asphalt plant . said Bois, who, like much of his
into Afghanistan, piece by piece. team, has worked on numerous
It seems like we're always miss- projects overseas and is accusing a part. Actually laying the tomed to different working conasphalt down is the easy part."
ditions.
"It's a done deal. It will be finAnd then there are the unanticipated problems. Berger hired ished. The contractors are
a helicopter to ferry equipment begimµng to understand that. A
and staff along the road, but the month ago they were doing 300
chopper- crash-landed last meters a day. We're doing 1.7
kilometers a day now."
·
:qio~th and is out of commission.

Have you heard the buzz? There's no
need to fear it's

Awareness Month.
DAVIDSWANSON I PHILADELPHIA INQUIRER

In Mydan Shahr, thirty kilometers south west of Kabul, Afghans, truckers and livestock use the newly paved road. The Louis Berger Group, a
New Jersey construction company, is rebuilding the highway linking Afghanistan's capital, Kabul, and its second largest city, Kandahar.
I
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Health Center offers
free student visits
FROM

J

•
•
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office visits and prescriptions. This
amount is usually fixed within the network.
PPO
(Preferred
Provider
Org-a.nization): Under this plan, customers can go to any provider, however,
if the provider is out of the network, the
co-payment can be higher.
.
HMO
(Health
Maintenance
· Org-a.nization): This plan provides fairly
comprehensive cover{lge in return for a
prepaid
fee,
usually
without
deductibles, and therefore offers coverage against the risk of large health care
losses. However, the beneficiary has to
use the services within the network and
has to go back to their primary physician for referrals or procedures.
Furthermore, it would b~ a smart
move to ask a few questions from the
provider before signing any .papers.
Here are a few questions to consider:.
What is the rating of the company?
This rating indicates a company's
financial stability. What are the options
. for annual deductible? What is the
maximum lifetime benefit? What is the
monthly insurance premium? What are
the network policies? Would the co-payment be different if customers use an
out-of-network provider? What is the
co-payment for visiting a doctor? Is
there a fee for follow-up visits? What is
the co-payment for prescriptions? Does
the plan cover emergency room visits?
When evaluating health care plans,
people should focus on their needs and
health status before choosing a plan.
Regardless of the type of health insurance, every UCF student is entitled to
use of the UCF Health Center. All students are charged a health fee along
with tuition every semester. This fee
entitles the students to free visits to
nurses a:nd pbysleims at the Health
Qi~ter.
O:t.
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.Symposium is
free for .students
FROM

Al

sake, in a press release. ''.All
sides will be covered."
Headliners for the symposium -yvill include U.N.
Ambassador Sichan Siv;
former member of the
German
Legislature, ·
Volkmar
Schultz,
Congressmen Tum Feeny,
Bill McColluni.,
Dave
Weldon, former state legislator Dick Batchelor and
Orlando Mayor Buddy ·
Dyer.
Other speakers will
include Pulitzer Prize winning Author and UCF's
Special Assistant to the
President · for Global
Perspectives John Bersia,
United
Nations
International
Criminal
Tribunal trial attorney Paul
Byron,
Chairman
of
Fideligent
Corporation
John Casey, as well as an
extensive list of UCF facttlty.
The event will feature
31 speakers discussing a
variety of issues regarding
the current state of United
States' policy and how it
affects and is affected by
the 191 states of the United
Nations.
Monday's
keynote
speaker will be the United
States' Ambassador to the
United Nations Sichan Siv.
He will speak ·at 7:10 p.m.
on how U.S. policies at the
Uaj~ Nations affect key
regQls around the world.

Topics to be covered
include a'view of the situa.tion from the U.S.
Congressional standpoint,
from the academic standpoint, and from the student
standpoint.
According to the institute' s director, Drew
Lanier, the purpose of t9e
symposium is to educate
"[Students
students.
should receive] a better
understanding of the .
United Nation,s and how
the U.S. relates to the
United Nations fu carrying
out its foreign policy."
The speakers will be
appearing without an honorarium, or any other kind
of payment, Lanier said "It
speaks to the prestige of
the university -..,. otherwise
they may not have come,"
he said. The lack of fees
means that the sympo$ium
will be conducted at virtually no cost to the university.
While admission to the
event .is free of charge,
those wishing to attend are
asked to fill out a pre-registration form online at
www.loufrey.org to e~ure
seating in the 200-seat
capacity space.
There are no extra seating accommodations if
more than 200 people show
up for the sessions. The
event will be taped so interested parties that are not
able to attenq will be able
to see the syll':'posium.

On October 6th from 7pm to 9pm in the Pegasus BaJlroom
come be a part of "Positivel11 Pinb" a Breast Cancer Awareness
Event. There'll be guest speabers and raffles for some cool prizes.
· So everyone come out and be a part of this event. ·

Becaute •••••nett It the fl•tl.tlep lowa•clt a cu•••

SPQnsored by REACH Peer Education and Zeta Tau Alph(I.
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OUR STANCE

Victors must put
:·pwork above politics
•

olitics on campus are finally
getting good again. The campus has sprung to life in a
wave of active campaigns, mostly
~ositive, as the Senate elections
move toward their fevered conclusions.
There have been uglier fights;
this one may not even be over.
What started as a fight between
conservatives and liberals on
campus over putting American
. flags in the classrooms has carried over into a general policy
battle between factions. The politically dominant Greeks were
again thrown into the fray.
· Campaign issues this year
.ranged from the simple and familiar - parking and grades - to
· more weighty and ambiguous
issues like equal distribution of
money to clubs better representa:
tion of students:
The giue that held this mess
,together was partisanship,
group$ of students pushing ideas
'against other groups of students.
We saw it demonstrated in the
SGA meeting Aug. 28 when liberals and conservatives argued over
:paying for American flags. We
· ,saw it in letters to the editor, and
,at the open forum Sept. 16.
It appears that groups
.throughout campus either fear
the repercussions of their political
opposites gaining control of the
Senate, or are too excited at the
,prospect of getting power themselves, to avoid jumping into the
pool of candidates.
The ra,nge of campaign platforms is fairly narrow overall.
11

The v~t majority of candidates
favor a plus-only gr~g system,
want more parking spots, and
want to listen to their constituents. If these three issues
were stricken-from every platform
statement on the SGA Web site, it
would be of little consequence.
What mattered in tbis campaign were the minority issues,
like fighting the Patriot Act
through the university and drivipg
down prices on textbooks through
whatever means possible. Of
course, there are plenty of others;
unfortunately, the interesting and
novel ideas were in short supply
during this campaign cycle.
The fight though, isn't over.
There may be challenges to the
results of the elections based on
charges of statute violations,
including Web sites that misdirected potential voters and condemned blocks of candidates.
Even without legal challenges,
the elections likely will go to a
run-off next Monday through
Wednesday, a result of any contest where no candidate received
a majority of the.votes.
· Regardless of the unfortunately partisan nature of the elections
this time, it's exciting, and any
attention brought to SGA is good
for everyone involved, studentsat-large included:
The harsh reality of these elections is reflected in the similarity
of the campaigns, though. Most
people are pledging to do the
sam~ things this year because
most of those issues weren't dealt
with last year, or the year before.

. ;~

GRAD!AIG-

The big ones, parking, grades and ,
tuition, will always be a problem.
The Senate has little control over
these issues; as a group, they
have the power to suggest and
the power to petition, but the
administration gets to make the
decisions on those issues.
If SGA hopes to accomplish
anything this semester, its members will need to work together.
Regardless of the $10 million·
budget they get to spend, they
don't have the power to change
anything if they're divided. This
election could result in one of the
most starkly divided Senates ever.
Hopefully after the run~ffs, the
groups yying for power can put
their differences behind them and
look fmward to what they've been
charged with: helping the stude~ts get the best education possible.
If this means cheaper books,
free printing all over campus or
more focus on faculty-student
relation~, great. Make it happen.
Work together though. Even with
a majority in favor of any issue,
students are still the minority
when it comes to deciding their
fate at this school.
Students are still the underdog-s to the administration - and
somewhat rightly. Students don't
know as much about running a
school as administrators do.
Students voices are just as important, though. Do what you can to
be heard.
Congratulations to the winners. You've got a serious job
ahead of you.

\
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Island nobly·
resists
•
•
corporate 1nvas1on
•

•

I

•

T

:he people of B0ca Grande, .
Fla, are fired up about a new
Subway that may be built in •
their town. It's not because they're
looking to eat fresh, though.
They're heated up, because they
';want the sandwich restalirant
chain to stay off their island. That
:goes for all other fast food chains
too.
Like many small towns in
America, the residents of Boca
Grande don't want their paradise
.homogenized like the rest of the
country, so they're keeping the corporate chains out and mom .and
pop stores in. They're even going
so far as to try to pass a law mak' ing it illegal for fast food chains to
set up shop on the island.
Though they represent a minor,ity of towns across America, the ·
residents of Boca Grande are part
of a growing trend. Even if most
people don't live in million-dollar
houses like the island residents,
the same principle is being argued
across the nation. People are
beginning to fear their surroundings. They drive down the long
streets of their sprawling cities and
suburbs, and they see the same
thing wherever they go.
Fbrty-eight years ago when
,McDonald's started America's fast
food craze demand for these
restaurants was high. In less than
half a century, American fast food
chains went from closet industries
to worldwide congiomerates. You

•

~

••

.•
t

•

can get Le Big Mac in France or a
Subway Club ill Aruba.
But somewhere between 1955
and the present, people started
wondering where mom and pop
stores and restaurants were going.
Though small businesses are supposed to be the backbone of
America, you'd never know it from
driving down Main Street USA.
Today, fewer family-owned businesses are lining the streets.
They're being replaced by chains
and "supercenters."
The notorious town-killer WalMart, which has been spreading ·
like wildfire since it was founded in
1962, is encountering strong opposition to proposals of new stores in
towns and cities that don't want
them. Mobs have formed outside of
courthouses, shouting slo~
against the corporate destruction
of America. Cities like Oviedo have
rejected plans to open new stores,
citing the possible destruction of
local businesses, the increase in
traffic and the rise in crime.
Extremist groups have even
threatened arson on proposed WalMarts.
A lot of people still like 24-hour
stores that stock everything and
fast-food restaurants that cook
burgers in 30 seconds.
Unfortunately, our affinity for both
has taken its toll on not only small
businesses but also the environment. Since America is responsible,
for both burger stands and giant

stores, it's become the object of
worldwide derision. Americans are
seen as fat, lazy, in search of
instant gratification and having no
remorse about destroying the environment. Although .the manner in
whl,cl,l Americans are portrayed by
other societies is often derogatory
and s.ometimes extreme, they have
a point.
While corporations have helped
bring about the automobile, television and Internet age, as well as ·
essentially usheJ'ed in the communications revolution, it stands to
question whether we've gone too
far in accepting our homogenized
environment. With the growth of
large restaurants and supercenters pushing forward all:the
time, small businesses are losing
ground and may end up a thing of
the past. Coupled with the recent
trend toward congfomeration, companies are getting bigger and eating smaller. That's where your
. local Pizza Hu1/faco BeWKFC
combo restaurant comes from. ,
Through distinctly American
means, people like those ironically
rich folks on Boca Grande'·Island
are making a stand against the
seemingiy unstoppable homogenization of the American landscape. Some places should be offlimits to corporations. What good
is freedom to choose if 20 years
from now you'll only be able to buy
food from a giant restaurant congiomerate?
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SGA Senate Race
HENRY SCHREIBER I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

READER VIEWS.
Accusations against NOR.ML false
Let the Senatorial smearing-s begin!
Recently, nine Senatorial candidates and I
were grossly misrepresented,by the Web site
www.UCFStudents.com, which accused us of
beingdrugaddicts, unpatriotic and antiChristian. The giue of its argument is that we
are affiliated with the Progressive Council,
which they claim to be all of the above. These
accusations are either exaggerated to the
point of being laughable, or just plain wrong.
The site alleges that the Progressive
Council and the National Organization for the
Reform of Marijuana Laws, or NORML, support wasting.of SGA money to support their
drug habits, while opposing money for '
American flags. The Progressive Council
wanted to co-sponsor the bill putting
American flags in all UCF classrooms, but
was denied the ability to do so by ROCK At
the time of this debate, the bill for the flags
was $10,000, significantly more than the oftreferenced cost of a NORML convention in
' California, which SGA approved funding for.
The allegations on this site are :inapplicable to me and many of the others who have
been slandered. I am a free speech advocate,
· and thus support NORMI;s desire to go to
California to speak out about what they
believe in, as much as I support the symbol of
their ability to do so, the American flag.
I am personally pro-flag and would like to
see more progressives pick up the flag and
reverse the stigma that has been associated'
with us sin~e the Vietnam era. Not only is ucfstudents.com typecasting me and nine o!her
Senatorial candidates, its stereotypes are just
plain wrong.
- LUIS LOPEZ DE QUINTANA
ENGINEERING & COMPUTER SCIENCE SEAT 7 SENATE CANDIDATE

List takes elections too seriously

good crowd. I am upset that they were completely left out of the article. It appears disrespectful to name and cover .a ll the other
bands when Red Figure is just as good, if not
better, than some of the bands·that played.
They have even played with some of the
other bands on various occasions, so I do not
understand why they were not featured in
the article. I hope in the future, you try to
cover these events a little more thoroughly
and don't leave dut the good bands. ·
1

-
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MARGORIE BARRETO
MARKETING

Israel steadfast against terrorism
Ever since Sept, ti, 2001, the United
States has been involved in a constant war
against \errorism. Our nation as a whole was
changed and was given a strong dose of reality when it was attacked that fateful day. In
these.trying times when America's ideals as
a whole are being questioned, we must stand
up together and recognize our true allies and
friends.
Since before its birth in 1948, Israel has
fought and continues to fight terrorist organizations. In today's world of uncertainty,
Israel continues to be the only steadfast ally
to the U.S. in the Middle East. Sharing common beliefs and the highest value of life and
democracy,· Israel struggles for peace along
side our great nation.
'
I call on all UCF students to stand united
against terrorism. We, as a community, must
support America and Israe1's strides to make
the world a better and safer place for everyone.
As terrorism becomes more and more
common in the world, we must realize that
America is not alone in its struggle for everlasting peace. Together, America and Israel
will continue to stand, side by side, proclaiming: Terrorism has no place in this world!

I just became aware of your story regard-BEN SACK·
ing UCFStudents.com's "Red flag candidates"
HILLEL AT UCF PRESIDENT
list (Sept. 29), ironically while campaigning
for o:p.e of the candidates on the list! I visited
the site and found jt absolutely hilarious. It
noted that SGA intended to spend the money
Sports Editor Ashley Burns' column 'Real
to "send NORML to a pro-marijuana rally in
Winners" ~Sept. 29) was excellent, and it hit
California" this year, when the correct term is the nail on the Iiead!
the "Annual Confer~nce" (with a pauel of
It is disappointing to see the small turnout
speakers including medical marijuana
to the men's soccer games as well as many of
patients), which takes place in Washington,
the other sports. I recognize that football is
D.C. this year. And the·way they describe it as the big money maker. However, when the
. a "warning'' that the Progressive Council is ,
men's soccer schedules are not even put up
trying.to "take over" the Senate is hysterical.
around campus, it is clearly apparent where
From the quotes I read in your article, Lavin
the administration's total commitment is. If
sounds like he's taking himself way too serithe other sports were giveµ a tenth of what
ously. Imagine if these people were running
. football receives in attention, attendance
for the U.S. Senate!
would be up dramatically.
·
This year's attendance has been on the
- THOMAS PROCYK
rise, but it has been due to the diligence of
the players themselves. The women's and
men's soccer teams attend each other's home
As an 11-year veteran of both the Regular
games, and the fraternity brothers and sororArmy and National Guard, I have had about.
ity sisters are attending to support their
enough of these articles about poor soldiers
"family."
who joined the reserves. for college money
He was also right about the players,
and the easy paycheck and never dreamed of except they don't just give 100 percent, they
serving in a war. These are not soldiers.
give more than that. My son for example is
They thought they would play dress-up for
the goalkeeper for the men's soccer teani,
cash and benefits until our country needed
and he is vecy devoted to his school,· his sport
them. They needed the college benefits and
and his team. He has no time during soccer
the cash and the privilege of base shopping
season and not a lot more during the off-seaand other perks, but did not need the intruson. The UCF men's soccer program is a
sion of real service.
year-round program, not just a fall sport. The
Give the money back, turn in your unidevotion of the coaches, players and parents
form, pay for college on your own and let the
is unbelievable. Some of the parents travel
real soldiers.defend this great country.
with the team to away games as far as '
- RICHARD YOUNKINS Oregon, so that the players have someone
POLITICAL SCIENCE cheering for them in the stands.
UCF is the school that all high school seniors want to attend. It is no longer FSU or UF
as it was in years past. The administration
I'm a regular reader of the Future, and I
was upset when I read the latest story on the needs to bring a balance to all functions at
lifestyles page. It was about local bands play- UCF. It needs to make sure that all actMties
are posted around the school, the same as
ing at the Common Ground (Sept. 29). While
the f.ootball schedules are, and to demand
it was a nice coverage on the three bands
that all student athletic programs support the
mentioned, you left out one band. I have
other student programs on campus.
heard Red Figure play at Common Ground
quite a few times and they always draw a
- flENEE. . .

Soccer deserving of more supeort

I

Soldiers sacrifice for tuition aid

Article ignores the best band

J

The Fututr encourages comments flam readers. l.!ltelS*edltorshDuld notexteed 300words~ntl
must
e
full name and phone number.We lllilf edit Air lqlll,
style apd.llJel.Sencf lette(s1D
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Slow times mean low gra9es
JERROD ROCKHILL
Columnist

Everyone on campus has
their opinions about how things
should be handled, run and otherwise carried out to pursue
and fulfill the interests and the
minor majority of 40,000 plus
students. And I happen to be
fairly pleased with how things
are handled. Well, pleased
enough to not say anything
either way about it.
Sure, I could complain how
financial aid misinterpreted my
questions that have cost me one
hundred dollars, or how I was
almost evicted from my dorm
last semester due to my loan
being extremely delayed. I could
also complain about how ridiculous even the Future was about
handling the flag issue. How
SGA only denied funding for the
flag, how ROCK used the flag for
political empathy; and how the
progressive council used the flag
as a representation of what was
wrong with the United States.
Whatever the issue, these
groups do good things, especially SGA, for making these great

J,

groups possible.
You know what though? I
don't really care. None of those
things really keep me from
showing up to class on time, getting my assignments done, or
otherwise cause any additional
pain that delays me from managing to pull a straight B average for the semester.
The problem comes with
another service on campus,
Parking Services, which does
keep me from going to class,
and which does prevent me
from getting my assignments
done.
The beef I have with them is
the shuttle service.
The shuttle service that
Parking Services offers to people like me to keep me from
driving and thus parking on
campus is a good idea, I will
admit. And when this shuttle
· service touts that it is a reliable
alternative to get to and from
campus, I trust it.
However, I'm finding out
that's not necessarily the cmse.
Thanks to the shuttle service
and ·placing my faith in this program, I missed a good deal of
my 7:30 a.m. class while waiting
on my apartment's 7:00 a.m.
shuttle. I switched my class time
to 8:30 a.ril. in order to allow
extra time for shuttle delays,
however I'm now even late to
that class on occasion.

So you may be thinking: why
don't I just leave earlier? I am.
In fact, I have to wake up at 6:30
in the morning to get ready to
start waiting for the Riverwind
shuttle at 7:30 a.m. that doesn't
get to Riverwind till 8:10 a.m.
which doesn't get to school till
8:25 a.m. making me sprint from
the Engineering Parking Lot to
the Communications Building.
This is only one example of
my problems, and my complex
isn't the only one having issues
with shuttle service.
Parking Services should take
more initiative in providing reliable service to students so that
they do not miss half or all of a
50 minute class due to sloppy
scheduling and absurd estimations.
Perhaps Parking Services
should start handing out
excused absence slips to those
who have missed class due to
the very unreliable shuttle service. We're not talking five or 10
minutes late, we're talking up to
an hour and io minutes.
The shuttle service needs to
clean up its act and start living
up to its claims. Otherwise, it
may need to take some blame
for·failing students as well as
professors aggra:vated with students using shuttle delays as an
exi:)lanation of their poor performance and attendance to
class.
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15% Discount with UCF
Student or Faculty IDI

Waterford Lakes

"A Full Service Florisf'

14 YEARS SERVICING THE COMMUNITY
5689 Red Bug Lake Rd.
Winter Springs, FL 32708
Phone 407-740-0018
Fax 407-740-0096
1-888-548-7484

10069 University Blvd.
Orlando, FL 32817
Phone 407-679-5144
Fax 407-679-6787
1-800-827-1097

We service to ALL parts of the
country! "Same Day Delivery''
Wire service or Delivery available
over phone with major Credit Card

711 N. Alafaya Trail
Orlando, FL 32828
Phone 407-281-7666
Fax 407-281-8005
1-866-415-9554

(wire and delivery service excludes discount) ·

Stop by, call, or visit us online! www.allinbloom.com

Chiropractic...
·The Choice For Me
Jason Kucma is a Third-Year student from Medford, NJ. He graduated from
Ithaca College with a Bachelor's Degree in Exercise Physiology concentrating
in Cardiac Rehabilitation.
"The only thing that has ever captured my attention was studying the human body.
The more I learned in school, the more I needed to know. The most logical step
for me was to become a Doctor of Chiropractic so I could truly help people".
Before making his decision to attend Logan, Jason visited nearly half
of the chiropractic colleges in the United States. "Logan is in the perfect
location in a safe, residential area. The Admissions staff are very
friendly and helpful and the faculty are excellent."
/

Logan College offers students an incredible learning environment
blending a rigorous chiropractic program with diverse and active
student population. If you are looking for a healthcare career that
offers tremendous personal satisfaction, professional success and
income commensurate with your position as a Doctor of Chiropractic,
contact Logan College of Chiropractic today and explore your future.
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No Appointments

Got a

First time

FREE

TICKET? DRIVER?

Professional
car wash wilh
Oil Change!
Just off the corner of
University and Goldenrod.
~:::f

lhiversit:y Blvd

East Cblcnial Dcive

We are the Jiffy Lube Franchise of the Year!

·-------~-----------------------~I

Jiffy lube signature oil change

~.trafficschool~.org

... Questions?

1-800-887-0875

• Change oil with ·
Pennzoil (up to 5 quarts
• Install new oil filter
• Check air filter
• Check wiper blades
. • Vacuum interior floors
• Wash exterior
windows
• Check brake
fluid level
• Lubricate chassis
as required

•Check & -fill transmission I transaxel fluid
•Check & fill
differential fluid
• Check & fill power ·
steering fluid
• Check & fill windshield
washer fluid
• Check & fill battery
as required
• Inflate tires to
proper pressure

on/$21.''

I
I
I
I

r=-o-=1~
[•J ~
Free Fluid Refills
Between Services!

Not valid with any other offer. Cash value 1/ 1OOth of a cent. C oupon must b e presented
at time of service. Only valid at this locat ion. Offer va lid on most vehicles.

~-------------------------------~
7583 University Blvd.
Winter Park

I,.(407)

657-1222

CLASSIFICATIONS
100
125
150
175
200
225
250
275
300

HelpWanted:General
Help Wanted: Sales/Marketing
Help Wanted: Part.:Y-une
llelpWanted:Full-Time
For Rent Homes

For Rent Apartments
Roommates
Sublease
For Sale: General

325 ForSale:AutomotN.
350 For Sale: Homes

Bartenders wanted.
$300 a day potential. Looking for
exciting and outgoing people.
Training -provided. No exp. needed.
Call 1-800-965-6520 ext 107.

400 Services
450 Retail
soo Events: Campus
525 Events: Greek life
550 Events: Off-Campus
600 Travel
700 Worship
800 Miscellaneous
900 Wanted

OFFICE TELEPHONE HOURS

HOW TO PLACE AN AD

SUBMISSION DEADLINE

Monday - Friday
9 a.m. - 5 p.m.

By Phone: (407) 447-4555
By Fax: (407) 447-4556
By E-mail: classifieds@UCFnews.com
In Person: University Court, Suite 115

5 p.m. Fri. for Mon. Issue
5 p.m. Tues. for Thurs. Issue

OFFICE MAILING ADDRESS
·3361 Rouse Road., #115
Orlando, FL 32817

999 Lost&Founcl

$250 a day potential
Bartending Training Provided.
1-800-293-3985 ext. 602

Univ. Blvd. & Rouse behind Chik-Fil-A

ACTIVISTS WANTED
For campaigning to increase Florida's
min. wage. Earn $250-400/wk and
improve the lives of working families in
Florida. Call Joey @ 407-254-5912 for
interview.

Math Tutor
Looking for tutoring in all math areas and
all levels. Must have reliable trans.Experience Necessary.
Flexible Sched. and lucrative pay.
Contact Mr. Rosales @ 407-427-0067.

Florida's Newest Floating Resort
Now Hiring for UCF area office:
" Web Graphic Designer
" Cruise Sales Position
Self Starter, Driven and Aggressive
Earn $$$ Commission
Full/Part Time
Email Travelresume@mail.com
Fax-407-249-8119

Need extra cash?
$500 - $1500 PIT.
Free information.
www.every1hlng2gain.com
Valet parking attendants needed for the
Orlando/Winter Park area. Great pay.
Immediate openings available.
407-971-9131.

$100's to $1,000's paid weekly stuffing
envelopes. Rush self-addressed
stamped envelope to P.O. Box 622772,
Oviedo, FL 32762.

HIP HOP DANCERS &
CHEERLEADING INSTRUCTORS
WANTED! 4 yrs exp req. Must be
dedicated, dependable, & have flexible
schedule. Email resume:
Director@FloridaCheerleading.com.

Tutors & Child Care Specialists
Tutors No Exp Nee w/ proof of skill
(academics, music, language, comp)
& references. Childcare, experience
& references needed. Great Pay, Flex
schedule. www.brainiactutors.com

Egg Donors Needed $3,000
Minimum comp .. for healthy N/S females
19-32, info is confedential.
Email: info @ openarmsconsultants.com.
website: www.openarmsconsultants.com
941-377-3978

Marketing Internship
Assist the VP of Mktg with research.
Computer and communication skills
nee. Boating exp helpful. Email
resume: jspindler@regalboats.com
BEAUTY PAGEANT
Need girls 16-25 to part. No hgt, wgt, or
performing talent. All contestants receive
hair, make-up and modeling instr.
Numerous prizes will be awarded.
Marylou- 407-275-0513.

Cash, Check,
Mastercard, VISA, AMEX

Apt. for release in 4bd/2ba at Pegasus
Point. $425fmo., all util. incl., ethernet,
cable, W/D, etc. Call 407-926-2919.
Avail. ASAP or as late as Jan.
Furnished/unfurnished apartment for
rent. Large 2 bedroom. 1/2 block from
Atlantic Ocean. $650/mo.
Util. incl. Private parking.
512 Phoenix Ave. Daytona Beach.
386-254-7566 or 813-842-2264.

FREE R'ENT
1 & 2 bedroom
Floor Plans
We Jake Co-Signers!

Meet mark.
AVON'S NEW Sales Opportunity
Products created for women ages 16-24
Order Online, Easy commission plan.
Call 407-654-9756 or go to
www.avonbeautyadvisor.com.
ENTREPRENEURS ONLY!
Be your own boss and work your own
hours. Sound too good? Just get ttie
facts!!! Call me to set up an interview.
407-366-7312.
Sales Reps Needed PT/FT
Great products/ services. Growing IT
company. Fax resume 407-671-3290 or
email: resume@computerinstructors.net.

Large church seeking Assistant Director
, of Music. Primary resp. to oversee &
direct children's music + other
administrative duties. Send resume &
letter of interest to: Dir. of Music Ministry,
Donna Ryder or donnar.@fumcwp.org _
125 N. Interlachen Ave.
Winter Park,-FL. 32789 or
call 407-644-2906 for more information.
Dennis Uniforms is hiring top notch
friendly customer service orientated
. employees. Approx. 28-32 hrs/wk.
Mon. - Thurs. 11 - 6 and every other Sat.
10 - 2. Can be split between two people.
$7-8/hr. Fax resume 407-522-9890 or
call Rona or Kira at 407-292-0395 x 301.

1 rooms avail. in 3/2 house behind
UCF. 10 min from UCF. Mor F.
$500/mth. All util. incl. plus cable
modem. Call Lee 772-528-6347.
East Orlando - Waterfront and New
Homes! 4/2, 2-car gar., LR, DR, FR, eatin kitchen, every upgrade and most
options. All appl. incl! $1290-1390/mo.
Very Nice! 407-833-0063. 1
A FEW GOOD STUDENTS
needed for brand new 4/212
spacious Avalon home.
$1450/month +utilities.
Available Now
Call Howard (407) 292 1357
Cottage w/ a sleeping loft. Incl. electricity
& water. $350/mo. Close to UCF in a
queit wooded area. Call 407-366-6413.

Awesome Brand New Home
3 great rooms avail. Jan ., near UCF,
community pool, clubhouse, tennis, lake.
S500/ mo., yearly lease.
'
Call Sherry I Todd @ 954-753-2247.

LOOK

t:i:aer

2 rooms avail. in a large house close
to UCF. Incl. In ground pool, W/D,
full kitchen. Male preferred.
$350/mnth. + split util.
Call 407-380-8772.

Magazines

Do you like...
• Awork location near UCF?
• Acasual work environment?
• Flexible hours?
·Great pay?

Then Trader Publishing is for you!
Now hiring agents to set photographer appointments ·

Minutes from UCF. Madison Pk.
subdivision off of McCulough. Great
4/2.5 house. Lg. screen TV. Fam/Liv
room. Eat in kitchen. W/D. Roadrunner.
$425/mo. + util. Call 407-971-2428.
ROOM IN NEW WATERFORD
TOWNHOUSE (M/F)
2 mi from UCF, close tc• every1hlng!
$445/mo + 1/4 util. Hi-Sp'd inter,
cable. Gated comm. w/pool, SM pets
welcome. Call Shannon
407-312·7361 TODAY!
Room for rent in 4/4 at Northgate Lakes.
$470/mo, avail. Jan.-Aug, early move-in
is Dec., 1 mo. FREE rent!!! Fully
furn. and util. incl. NO MOVE-IN FEE!I
Call Danielle @ 305-972-9025
Female roommate wanted. 3 bed/ 2 bath
home in the Union Park area with a dog.
Completely furnished. $ 400/mo. incl.
everything. Call 407-737-3714.
ksmiller1993@yahoo.com.
2 Female Roommates wanted. 4/2
home in quiet neighbor~ood, 1 mile from
UCF entrance. Home fully furnished
except bedroom. $450/month includes
utilities, W/D, DSL, & phone.
No lease required 407-830-8775.

Waterford Lakes, UCF, VCC Area
1 or 2 bd in a nice house near Curry Ford
'
Road and Alafaya Trail, (10 min.
bicycling to Waterford Lakes Mall). Close
to 417 and 408. Pool, tennfs, basketball,
softball, jogging, fishing, pool table
Call (407)760-0768, $495 util. incl.
2 M/F wanted for furnished BDRM in new
3 bdrm home on lake, gated comm, 6
mins from UCF, $475/mo incl. util, n/s,
no pets, sec sys, pool & tennis. Call
• 407-482-3202 or 239-461-5101 or
239-633-9400.
UCF area - 10 mins. away. Female pref.
$450 I mo. incl. everything. Pref. N/S.
Call 407-243-2630.

Brand New 2bd/2.5ba in Waterford
Lakes $1200/mo., two story town house,
gated comm., garage, sec. sys., and
private bath in ea. room. Contact Kelly
@ 407-538-8227. Available ASAP!!
1/1 in a 3/a apt. at Village at Alafaya
Club. F pref. Separate lease. Priv. bath,
walk-in closet, plenty of parking. W/ D.
Furnished, trash pick-up. $509/mo. incl.
all u\ils. Avail. immediately. Call
727-742-2246.
UCF AR EA APT FOR flENT.
2/2 apartment in Hunter's Reserve
Close to UCF. $800/mo. Details in
http://4756.rentclicks.com.

M/F college student wanted to live in
Fox Hunt. Close to campus. Clean 212
condo. $400/ mos. + 1/2 util.
407-256-5316.
1 roommate needed in nicely furnished 3
bedroom I 2 bath house. 2 miles frorn
UCF. Bedroom not furnished. $415 + util.
Must be clean. Call 407-489-3075.
Lookin·g for roommate to share 3/2
home on Dean Rd. min. from UCF.
High speed Internet, digital cable,
W/D and utll. Incl. for $500/mo. Call
407-721-3945.

Student, M, 22, has house in

Call (407) 896-0124 ext. 2961
or apply at 615A Herndon Ave., Orlando, FL 32803.

WANTED:
Students To Take
Online Surveys For Money

1 bedroom/ 1 bath apt. at Jefferson Lofts. ·
Available ASAP. $900/mo. incl.
everything. W/D. Completely furnished.
Covered parking spot.
Call 813-786-9252.

SPACJOUS
TOWNHOUSES

Mendel Villas
2 bed/2 bath wI garage

Only $650

Get Paid for Your Opinion

including washer & dryer

Work from Home I Be Your Own Boss

AVAILABLE NOW!

Get Paid to Take Online Surveys $10 to $125
Get Paid To Participate in Focus Groups $25 tO $250
All You Need is aComputer l an Internet Connection
For More Info, Please Visit:

. www.SurveysForStudents.com

Call 407-324-7773
Walking distance to UCF!
Efficiency for Rent
Rouse Rd. near Colonial. Private
Entrance, single family home, tiled,
everything new, complete kitchenette,
own parking, $500 incl. util. and pest.
Call 407-810-1895 leave message.

v

HEIP WANllID ~
$10/wk
$15/Wk

Bolding:

$14/wk
$13/Wk
$1/wk

$9/wk

$&'wk
$1/wk
$1/wk

$1/wk

Large Headline:

Waterford Lakes w/ 1 rm avall. Big
house, co.mm. pool, and scr porch.
$450 + 1/3 utll. Trevor989@aol.com
or 407-509-3030.

mmFM
$6/wk
$5/wk
$4/wk

$1/wk
$1/wk

Charges listed above include an ad of up to five lines, 35
characters per line. $1/wk for each additional line.

Northgate Lakes Apt. Room for Sublease.
3bd/3ba, all util. and amenities incl.,
ethernet, fully furn., free UCF shuttle,
and neg. rent. Call 215-630-6506.
Avail. ASAP!

2001 Lexus IS300. Black inVext. 37,000
miles, automatic or manuat option, mint
condition. 1 month new low profile tires
paid 1 grand. MUST SELL in 1 month!!!
Asking $24,000 or best offer.
Call Melissa @407-529-7113.

M needed for loft style, 2-story 4/4 for
$565/mo at Jefferson Lofts. Brand new
community, fully furn., resort style pool
and Jacuzzi, fitness center, comp.
center, game room, W/D, and reserved
parking. Admin. fee of $245 waived!!!
Contact Seari ASAP at 407-925-2033.
1 bed/1 bath in a 212 apt. in Arden Villas.
1/2 mile from UCF. Lux. apt w/ vaulted
ceilings & fireplace. Can have pets. Avail
now. No deposit needed. $450/mo.
386-795-1684.

Native Polish speaker offers tutoring in
Polish or Russian. Beginners to
Advanced.
Call Beata (407) 292 1357

Drowning In Debt?
Local nonprofit agency can help stop
collection calls, lower interest rates,
reduce monthly payments by up to 50%,
consolidate debts into one payment.
FREE, CONFIDENTIAL, NONJUDG EMENTAL counseling. In person
or by telephone. Hablamos Espanol.
407-599-0057 ext.203
Tutoring Available
Financial Accounting, Quant Tools,
and many other classes available.
$20 per session or a full term rate.
Call Harel. (407) 362-2726.

Spring I Summer Sublease.
4/4 apt. Pegasus Landing. Furn. W/D.
Utilities incl. $500/mo.
Shuttle to campus.
Call Samantha 407-362-2627

Reasonable rates,
by the job or by the hour.
Reports? Resumes? Letters?
Whatever! I can help you
make a winning impression.
407-327-1539
judeklin@bellsouth.net
•Member UCF Alumni Association•

I

••*RESUMES*..
$49.95 student special.
FREE cover letter included.
Call 407-268-4734 qr e-mail:
resumeservices@cfl.rr.com

BEDROOM SET
6 pieces, new in boxes, $450.
407-275-0612.

Buy, sell, trade. Anything and everything.
Limited offer, Sell anything for free. Ads
are placed for full month. Save yourself
some money at XYZTrader.com.
It's free, it's easy.

NEED A LAWYER?
CALL A-A-A Attorney Referral Service
24/Hrs 7/Days for Criminal Defense, DUI,
Personal Injury, W.rongful Death,
Workers Comp., Divorce/Marital Law,
Corporate, Immigration,
Bankruptcy/ Foreclosure, W i111>/Probate,
All Civil & Criminal Matters.
1-800-733-5342.

BRAND NEW GAS SCOOTERS
From $765. Great gas mileage. Up
to 85 MPG! No motorcycle DL
requfred. 15% off to all UCF students
with valid IDs.
407.765.3076 scootersGenie.com.
BED
Queen pillow-top set. New, in plastic.
Sacrifice $140. Can deliver.
407-383-0585.

M/F roommate wanted. Nice, quiet
lakeside 211 apt in Heather Glen.
350/mo. + util. W/D, prem. cable, high
speed DSL, and unfurn.
Call 407-927-2111 .

Rooms for rent. 1 mile from UCF
campus. W/D. Fully furnished.
$479/mo. Incl. utll. First month free.
Call Emily 407-484-1525.
Find someone to sublease your place
by getting your ad In the Central
.
Florida Future. Call fey our low student :
rates today at 441-447-45551
1

(i

ACADEMIC TUTORING
In Math, Chem, Statistics, SAT, FCAT,
GRE, etc. In home service!> avail. Call
Dr. Greer @ 407-366-2650 or e-mail
lbgtutor@yahoo.com.

Advanced Fitness Science.
Nutritional supplement based on Nobel
Prize research. Increased stamina,
performance, & recovery experienced.
For info. or free samples. 407-247-5184.

Male Incest Survivors
Small group therapy (8 men). Meet
weekly in Orlando. All ages and
backgrounds. Exp. counselor. All calls
confidential. 407-628-5855.

'86 Toyota Tercel SR5, Must sell! K &
N airfilter, A/C, 2 & 4 wheel dr.
Appraised at $1900. Need cash. No
serious offer refused. Come see! Call
407-362-4422 or 305-992-13t7.

FOR SALE:
I~
~ Automotive
1992 Buick Lesabre in perfect condition,
A/C, power everything, fully loaded, only
66k miles. $4400, make offer, we need to
sell! 407-234-728•
!I DO NOT PAY DEALER RATES !!
Attention all UCF Acura, Honda, Import
and domestic owners! Need quality auto
repair/maintenance, etc? Don't delay,
call THE AUTO GENERAL
407-399' 7514. ASE certified• and beats
most independent shop rates!
Sell your car for cash! Give us an
e-mail at classlfleds@ucfnews.com or
call us at 407-447-4555 to place an ad!

5 SALES PEOPLE NEEDED to sell
roses in nightclubs: 8 Secs., Cowboys, &
Townpump Saloon. Commission & tips
aver. $10-25/hr. Thurs, Fri & Sat, 10p.m. 2 a.m. Must be outgoing, have a great
smile, and energetic! Roses. by Renee
-407-681-3612 or 407-701 -7432.
THRIFT SHOP: used items; great for
dorm rooms! Furn., collectables, and
many more unique/ unusual items. A little
bit of everything! 1486 Semoran Blvd.
Howell Branch+ 436. 407-679-7884.

AA Meetings
Open to All
Campus Wellness Center (RWC111)
Tuesdays at 5:00pm

MARY
KAY®
.·······
......................
.

discover a
~8e.

I

you,

See yourself in o whole new woy with o free
Room in Village of Alafaya
4/4, $479/mo. and $300 dep., fully furn.,
util. incl., and great roommates! Call
Jennifer 850-637-4635 or
BWayBabyJenn@hotmail.com

(l

*Writer-Editor*

Best Webs Online
www.jrfigueroa.biz
books, travel, ,movies, more ...
www.compelectro.com
Mp3, Music, Computers, Supplies, More...

BED - Full size mattress set, new,
with warrahty, $90. 407-275-0935.

(1

Book 11 people, get 12th trip free.
Visit the official website for spring
break '04. The best deals to the
hottest destinations. Group
discounts for 6+
www.springbreakdiscounts.com or
800-838-8202.

Roommates needed for 4/3 house with
pool. $450-$500/mnth. Fully furn. Incl. all
util. Call Laura at 561-628-6940.

Female roommate wanted to share 4/3
close to UCF. NfS. No pets. $500/mo.
Utilities, Internet, & cable included.
Call Angie 407-366-4035 or
954-494-8659.

(

2 F N/S rooms in U.House for
Sprin9fSummer 04' . $451 w/priv. bath
and $428. Incl. util., cable, 3 HBO's, and
ethemet. Move-in after fall classes.
Amanda 407-381-5587 leave message.

1bd/1 ba in 3bd/3ba apartment at Village
at Science Dr. New carpet, very clean ,
util. incl., and furn. Avail. ASAP!!!
Call Keila@ 407-313-0205 or
727-808-6867.

Administrative front desk assistant
needed in LBV apartment complex.
Good benefits & 401 K. Must be n/s,
bright, good w/ people. Educ. a plus. Fax
resume w/ pay request to 407-658-6103.

HOMES FOR RENT
UCF area, 3 & 4 bedroom homes for
rent. $895 to $1295. Call
407-629-6330 or www.ORLrent.com
to view our rentals. RE/MAX 200
Realty.

2 Issues (1 week):
8 Issues ( 4 weeks):
24 Issues (12 weeks):

M/ F for a 1/1 in a 2/2 apt. at Pegasus
Pointe. All util. incl. Internet. Cable. Furn.
W/D. Alarm system . No move-in tees.
$505/mo. nictta@hotmail.com.
407-926-4696.

Nanny for school-aged children. FT. Flex
sched. Must be free after 3 pm daily.
Live-in/Live-out. Exp. only. $1600/mo.
Contact 407-925-5218 or
swimpark@aol.com.

Looking for an assistant to help w/ daily
operations for the Winter Park Branch of
American Express Financial Advisors.
Resp. incl. answering phones, filing,
assisting advisors w/ paperwork, etc.
$8/hr. Please e-mail resume to
amexadvisors@yahoo.com.
Valet Parking - Positions starting at
$9 - $121hr are available for friendly,
_
outgoing , motivated people. FT/PT
AM/PM positions available at upscale
hotels in the Downtown Orlando and
Disney areas. Call 407-841-7275
Mon-Fri 9am-5pm or leave voicemail.

PAYMENT METHODS

(407) 447-4555 • dassifieds@UCFnews.com

Phone Sales.
M - F 5:30-10:30 p.m. (25 hrs.) Easily
make $6- 11/hr plus bonuses. Very
relaxed environment. Call for-interview or
leave msg. 407-677-4560.

AD RATES

makeo~erf

Find a look that expresses your style, your
personality, your life. Call me to create a fabulous look that's
uniquely you You'll love what you disc:over.
· Jennifer Hosseini
Independent Beauty Consultont
www.morykoy.com/1hossom
407.281.9918

WIN $10,000 Casb i• tlle F•ll/Holillay SWeepstalll:es
Visit my web site for detalls • no pu'"d"lllSi! necessary
Mention this ad for a 15'1b dlSCDUnt off~ 1st order

0

t'

THE BARBER ZONE
FADES, FLATTO~ & REGULAR HAIRCUTS

s=f ocf·

BEST PRl\.ES IN THE AREA!

M-F 9-5:30 , SAT 9-4:30 , SUN CLOSED •

407-681-6715
10038 UNIVERSllY BLVD., ORLANDO

~

.. _

Qf. E~.

•

it

•
"

•

Free Falun Gong Classes at UCF.
Five gentle and easy .to learn exercises.
Relieve stress, improve health, and
elevate mind. 8 a.m. every day on grass
near reflecting pond. Call 407-415-8384
or visit www.falunorlando.org.
Fraternities-Sororities
Clubs-Student Groups
Earn $1,000-$2,000 this semester
with a proven CampµsFundralser 3
hr. fundralsing event. Our free
programs make fundraislng easy w/
no risks. Fundraising dates are filling
quickly, so get w/ the program! It
works. Contact CampusFundraiser @
(888) 923-3238, or visit
www.campusfundraiser.com

UCF BUTOKUKAN
Art, Sport & Self-Defense
Coed beginners classes now forming, no
experience necessary! M 7-9, W 8:30-10,
in the Ed. Bldg's Secondary Gym, Rm
•
174. Call 362-2492ior info or
http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/-ams/

SPIRITUALITY 101
Final Exam $25,000
Open Book Contest on Papers 141 - 187
of The Urantia Book. For details please
visit www.eventodaward.com.

Spring Break '04 with StudentCity.com
and Maxim Magazine. Get hooked up
with free trips, cash, and VIP status as a
campus rep. Choose from 15 of the
hottest destinations. Book early for free
meals, free drinks and 150% lowest price
guarantee. To reserve online or view our
photo gallery, visit www.studentcity.com
or call 1-888-Spring Break.

•

Departures in
November & December 2003
January & February 2004

SUPPORT THE LOCAL MUSIC SCENE!
FLOrawk.com, an org. determined to
promote indie bands. Meetings at
Stardust Coffee & Video at 3:30,
Sundays. 1842 E. Winter Park Road.

,
Male seeks Female

CATHOLIC
CAMPUS
MINISTRY

Best in Jamaica! Hottest Destinations!
Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas, Florida.
Campus Reps Wanted!
Call 1-800-733-6347
www.beachlifevacations.com

8:30pm as of August 24
Student Union 316CD
Fr. David Scotchie

America's #1 Student Tour Operator
Jamaica, Cancun, Acapulco, Bahamas,
FL. Hiring campus reps. Call for disC'ount
1-800-648-4849 or www.ststravel.com.
Honeymoon Specialists - Local Travel
Agency with 15 years experience In
Honeymoon planning. Great deals
and Ideas for every budget.
Call 407-679-6655.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
SMT WILL TRAIN YOU!
T he Sports Magic Team, the leader in
interactive entertainment, is looking for
enthu siastic and energetic people who work
well with both children and adults.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!!!
SMT WILL TRAIN YOUl!!
We are casting for cruise ship and other forms
of interactive entertainment.
I

(407) 657-6114 x226
"

http://pegasus.cc.ucf.edu/...ccm

INTERVIEWS: Oct. 6-loth
CALL BACK AUDITION: Sat. Oct. 11th

Please call l-800-646-1110 to set up an
appointment.

A

E

L

TAGLIT • Jl''l'Hl

birthright i$rael

Ages 18-26

RSVP - Helayne (516) 350-6236

FREE CRUISE!

R

•

Uno Pizzeria
University Blvd.

Looking for a female salsa dance partner
for practice, classes, and local clubs.
Email tamerg@yahoo.com.

FREE CRUISE!

s

Open House and Information Session
Free Food and drinks/
T hursday, October 2nd, at 7:30 pm

TRAVEL THE WORLD AND GET PAID!!!

· -SPRING
- - --- -- -- - - BREAK 2004. Travel w/ STS,
"

~www.lsrael4Free.com

Episcopal Young Adult Ministry
St. Matthews on Dean Rd.
Young Adult Group Thurs. 7:30 p.m.
Dave Moye 407-341-5356 or
407-657-9199.
New Covenant on Tuskawllla Rd.
Sheryl Shaw 407-699-0202

Mass, Sundays,
•

Free 10-Day Trip to Israel

38 yr. old great catch seeks a woman
who is more interested in pursuing the
joys of life than adding to the population.
Call 321-363-7298.

•
'

Spring Break - sign up with Student
Express and get FREE round trip airline
tickets to over 15 international
destinations - Including Aruba,
Dominican Republic, Costa Rica,
Caribbean hot spots and more.
Why go with anyone else. Limited offer call now. Commission rep positions also
available nowl 1-800-787-3787.
www.studentexpress.com

Crossword
ACROSS
1 Pen names?
5 Pen name?
1 O Automatic
tourney
advances
14 Up to the task
15 Poplar tree
16 Ms. McEntire
17 Clvll unrest
18 Girder piece
19 Tiny bit '
20 Mii. honor
21 One-armed
bandit
23 Prepared to
pray
25 CD-_
26 Charge with
carbon dioxide
28 Heads toward
33 Conflict
34 Took on cargo
35 Actress Balin
36 Sturluson work
37 "The _
Sanction"
38 Tough journey
39 Kawakubo of
fashion
40 Lot's son
41 Hamlet, to
Horatio
42 Lunch carrier
44 Virgil's hero
45 Wide shoe width
46 Accumulate ·
47 DUI drink?
52 TV network
55 Bill stamp
56 Boxer Roberto
57 Give a hoot
58 Eye covetously
59 African antelope
60 Topmost point
61 Prepared to
drive
62 Fender flaws
63 Extremely
DOWN
1 National poet
2 Sacred bird of
the Pharaohs
3 Awakener for
many
4 At the ready
5 Ribbed fabric
6 Monastery head

e =Tribune ...... ,. Sorvi.4, lne.
An rtgh'f• rese~.

· 7 Root vegetable
8 Kicker Jason
9 One who makes
comments
10 "Tragic Overture"
composer
11 Abominable
snowman
12 Black, in poetry
13 Identical
21 Abel's brother
22 For both sexes
24 Shuttle grp.
26 Sour-tasting,
· old-style
27 Senior
28 One of Satan's
nations
29 Arabian gulf
30 Emergency
exit
31 White Sea bay
32 Garden tools
34 Peru's capital
37 Implanted
38 Spam cans
40 In a fresh way
41 Regan's lather

10/02/08

·

Sponsored by

AFFORDABLE
LI FE & HEALTH
INSURANCE
Specializing in Families & Individuals
Jeff Ratz, Licensed Insurance Agent
Mid-West National Life Insurance Co.of TN

407-443-4197
ratzm@bellsouth.net
MW /FL004t · this ad expires on or before 11/4/04.

43
44
46
47

Did gardening
Reparations
_ -garde
Dick and Jane's
dog
48 Actor Nicolas
49 Stir up 1

50 Govern
51 Persian Gulf
nation
53 Fox's Ihle
54 Like the Beatles'
Sadie
57 Cleveland pro

Please see solutions on Page A2

•

..
•

Twice a w eek.
Donate Plasma •
Save Lives.
Earn Cash.
Dc1·Biologi~als

OnAlafaya
(321) 235-9100
I

\

.
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YOUR MOMMA...
never made soup like this.

CotSfeos
FRESH

st of all,

SALADS

At Crispers, gourmet soups are a specialty..·
Since you're taking so many credits and going to so many classes, we want you
to try it for FREE. Just show us your valid UCF student ID card.

AND

-

I

SUCH

~-ci?9

(

Got a UCF ID card?
Then, there's FREE SOUP waiting for you at Crispers!
Free soup with main dish purchase and ·

To see all our
menu selections, click

valid student ID Card offer good Oct 20 ~Nov 2.

on www.crispers.,co_m.

We're sorry, but this free offer does not include gumbos, chowders, or Oriental specia!ty soups.

.

~!The

hot. new

~

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -

ca~pus

craze!

Eating IS okay, but eating gourmet IS great•
That's why Crispers has been a sensation for
over 16 years. Today, we're expanding
throughout Florida as the quick, delicious
alternative to fast food. All our gourmet
salads, sensational soups, and stacked
sandwiches are made fresh; every single day.
If you're a sweet freak, our desserts will make
your eyes open wide. Creamy cheesecakes,
mile.-high layer cakes, cookies, brownies ... it
goes on forever. Then there are the real
milkshakes and gooey sundaes made with rich,
delicious Publix Premium ice cream.

~-

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - I

436 & UNIVERSITY
391 SOUTH SEMORAN
WINTER PARK
ph ( 407) 6 73-4100
MON.-SAT. I 0:30 AM _ 9 PM
SUN. I· I AM_ a PM
WATER:FOR.D LAKES
555 N.ALAFAYA TRAIL
ORLANDO
ph (407) 482-4727
MON-THU. I 0:30 AM - 9 PM
FRI. SAT. I 0:30 AM - I 0 PM
SUN. I ·1 AM - 8 PM

o

I

' ~~
l

i

FREE SOUP
FORYDU!

We've got 12 varieties of soups, gumbos, chowders, and Oriental soups made fresh,
every day. Purchase any garden-fresh gourmet salad or hearty stacked sandwich
priced over $4, and get a I 2-ounc,e cup of our incredible soup, FREE.

- - - - - - - - - - - - - - - - -
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CANNOT BE USED
WITH ANY OTHER
COUPON OR OFFER.

ALAFAYA

I-

z

1

Bring in this coupon with valid
student l.D. card and enjoy
a free cup of our gourmet so.up
(or $2.69 off chowders and gumbos)
with your purchase of any garden-fresh
gourmet .salad over $4.00 or
hearty stacked sandwi<:h.

a
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Rivera's first start adds new.
dimension to running game

The
Knights
will depend
on the legs
of Rivera
just as
much as
his arm.

few years; and ,
Ryan doesn't come
StaffWriter ·
out of any gam:e."
When the UCF faithfuls and
Rivera came into ·
their famjlies arrive at the game. · the game last week
on Saturday, they will be sur- with
eight
minutes
prised at what they see: Ryan remaining. He was 3-for-4
Schneider in plain clothes on the for 36 yards and an intercepsideline.
tion. He also ran five times for 20
Instead, it will be junior quar- yards.
terback Jon Rivera under center
. With Rivera ·taking over the
against • the winless Buffalo starting duties this week, fans
Bulls. Schneider will be side- should expect to see a different
lined for Saturday's game due to style of quarterback compared
a separated shoulder he suf- to Schneider. Rivera is much
fered in last week's loss to Kent more of a mobile quarterback,
State. Rivera's debut snaps a while Schneider has found bis
streak of 34 straight starts at success primaril~ as a pocket ·
Aglimpse
quarterback for Schneider, the passer.
third longest streak in school
Because of Rivera's great of Rivera
history.
footwork and agility, Buffalo will Rivera came to UCF in 2000
Rivera is very excited about see a team that doesn't fit the as one of the top high
school quarterbacks in the
the prospect of starting bis first typical UCF model.
nation. He threw for over
game for the Knights.
"I think our running game 5,000 yards in his high
"It feels good," Rivera said. will be very successful," Rivera school career and found the
"I'm starting to feel a lot more said. "When teams play us, they end zone 48 times.
comfortable. In the beginning I expect that every time the quar2002 - Rivera took snaps in
was much more nervous. I am terback drops back in the pock- five iiames last season. He
more adjusted now and my et. we are going to pass. They completed four of eight
teammates are getting more aren't going to be used to a new passes for a total of 60
comfortable with me now that running game. When I drop yards.The junior also ran
twice for 20 yards.
I'm in there."
back for a pass, I can either
Rivera was as surprised as throw the ball or take off run- 2001 - Rivera was third on
the depth chart at
anyone to see Schneider comiilg ning:"
out of the Kent State game holdHead Coach Mike Kruczek quarterback two years ago, .
learni119 the ga111e behind
ing bis arm in pain.
has dealt with this style of play, Schneider and Brian Miller.
"I wasn't expecting Ryan to but not since the days of Daunte
2000 - During his first year
get hurt," Rivera said. "I've seen Culpepper's reign at UCF.
him take a lot of hits. When he ·
''We're going to have a whole as a Golden Knight, Rivera
red-shirted and
got hit in the second half and bunch of plays that the1ve quarterbacked
the scout
started · walking off the field, I
team.
. PLEASE SEE RIVERA ON B4 .
was shocked. .I've been here a

BRETT HART

8
Consecutive wins by
the women's
volleyball team.

11

Consecutive times
women's volleyball
has defeated
Bethune-Cookman.

15

·Straight losses by the
University of Buffalo
football program.

49.S

.1

Average number of
points UCF has scored in 5 meetings
with Buffalo.

Brim

·:~

~

''

Men's golffinished
tied for sixth overall
at the end of the
Cardinal
Intercollegiate,
posting a,team
score·of 897.The
Knights fell 26
strokes behind
tournament
champion Eastern
Kentucky, which
finished at+7.
Andreas HOegberg
and Stefan Wistorf
led the Knights,
finishing +3 ~nd
+4 respectiv.ely. The
Knights travel to
Tampa Oct. 20 to
compete in the Gary
Koch/Cleveland Golf ·
Invitational. ,.

:)
~punning

)

")

J

:)

Men's soccer will
host the
Jacksonville
· University Dolphins
Friday at the UCF
Soccer Complex at 7
p.m., while women's
soccer travels to
Belmont to take on
the Bruins.
Women's golf tees
off in the Kentucky
Invitational.
Women's volleyball
begins conference
play against
Belmont and
Lipscomb on· Friday
and Saturday.
Men's tennis heads
to Tampa to
compete in the
South Florida
Invitational, while
the women's team
will serve it up at
the University of
Florida Invitational
in Gainesville.

"He is a definite
· hold out as far as
the game is
concerned Saturday
vs. Buffalo."
· - - HEAD COACH
f41KE KRUaEK ON
THE STATUS OF ·
QUARTERBACK RYAN
SCHNEIDER

)

•1 felt confident It's
basically snap. drop
back and decide
where to throw the
ball. But with me, I
get to run, too.•
- QUARTERBACK
JON RIVERA ON HIS
FIRST MR START

SATURDAY AGAINST
BUFFALO

•BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Junior Jon Rivera, left, was named the starter for Saturday's home,game. Schneider will not play for the first time in 34 straight matches.

Knights hope to avoid stampede
ASHLEY BURNS
Staff Writer

The Knights (i-4) look to snap out
of their early season funk this
Saturday as they take on MidAJnerican Conference bottom-feeder
University-of Buffalo.
The Knights are eoming .off a disappoihting loss last week to MAC
East leader Kent State.
·
"It was disappointing," Head
Coach Mike Kruczek said of the loss.
"I have lost some football games here
to some very prolific football programs. I ani not taking from Kent,
they played well, but it was a game I
felt like going in that we should win.
We had more first downs and total

yards than they had. But you can't
turn the ball over eight times and
expect to win a football game."
Buffalo (0-5) ·has been coined by
ESPN as the worst team in the
nation dating back to last season. A
team plagued by youth and inexperi.
ence, the Bulls are seemingiy an
easy and proper target for the
Knights to get things back on track.
The Bulls have a quarterback
controversy already under way, as
junior Randall Secky and sophomore
P.J. Piskorik have both seen an equal
amount of playing time in the first
five games.
Piskorik is emerging as the leader
as he has thrown for 258 yards and
two touchdowns thus far. Secky has

MAC offers all sports )

conference invitation ·
FRITZ LORISTON
StaffWriter

In an effort to keep UCF as a
football member, The MidAmerican Conference Council
of Presidents on· Wednesday
extended an invitation for full
conference membership to the
Kilights, pending decisions by
the Big East Conference of its ·
future membership plans.
' UCF's fertile recruiting landscape in terms of football makes
it a much-desired entity. .
The Knights, who accepted a
·football only bid from the MAC
in 2001, have also been included
in the expansion plans of
Conference USA and the Big
East, who can void the MAC's
full membership invitation if it
chooses to include any institutions from the MAC in its much
anticipated expansion this fall
''We are delighted to have a
conditional full-membership
offer from the Mid-American
Conference as we pursue the
long-term goal of having all our
sports compete in the same conference," UCF Athletic Director
Steve Orsini said in a press ·
release on Wednesday. "We will
carefully and thoughtfully give
full consideration to this off~"

Ifit holds up, The MAC'~ invitation becomes effective for
competition beginning with the
2004-05 academic year.
·
The entire · situation was
made possible by the Atlantic
Coast Conference, who lured
away .
the
University of
Miami
and
VITginia · from
the Big East.
Being that the
State of Florida
is a breeding
ground
for Orsini
College football recruiting, Big East looks to
add UCF to fill the void left by
Miami, while the MAC looks to
· hold on.
Conference USA's Louisville
and Cincinnati are also going
through a similar situation, flirtingwith the expectat!ons of joining the Big East. This in turn
has Conference USA involved in
the recruiting bid for UCF membership.
All teams, with the exception
of footban and rowing, compete
within the Atlantic Sun
Conference for UCF, who had
openly expressed desires to
unite all its sports program
under one conference.

amassed 199 yards and thrown no
touchaowns. But neither of the quarterbacks is ranked in the top 15 of
even MAC quarterbacks in passing
' PLEASE SEE

BULLS ON B2
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More than 26,000 fans attended Ug:'s home opener against Florida Atlantic on Sept. 13, a 33-2!' win.

Volleyball cooks Bethune
Conference play
lies ahead after
·eighth win in row

BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

Junior Michele Spaleta recorded a career best .474 hitting percentage
against BCC on Tuesday. Spaleta transferred to UCF fliomUMass last year.

Outside hitter Tonya
Jarvis slammed down a match
high 14 kills on 20 attempts.
Her 0.650 hitting. percentage
was a career high ·for the
Orlando native.
"I didn't really know that it
was a career high," Jarvis
MATT DUNAWAY
said. "I just came out and
.Staff Writer
played with confidence."
The UCF volleyball team
Outside hitter Michelle
(9-3) swept Bethune Cookman Spaleta also tallied a career
(30-13, 30-18, 30-15) to win its best · in hitting percentage
eight consecutive match on with 0.474 ·on the night.
Tuesday
evening.
The Sp8.leta knocked down 10 kil'ls
Knights continued their unde- on only 19 attempts. Middle
feated 11-gamewin streak all- Blocker Jana Mitchell contiine against the Wildcats.
nected on nine kills, while
the
match, defensive specialist Katie
Before
Associate Athletics Director Kohnen chipped in eight
. Mary Kaufman commended assists and five digs.
Head Coach Meg Colado for
UCF served up 17 aces to
her 100th victory at UCF ear- BCC's one. Setter Jenny
lier this season.
Frank led the team with six
UCF was without the serv- aces while Spaleta knocked in
ices of injured outside hitters five of her own.
Emily Watts and Kate Street
"I'm really impressed with
as well as middle blocker the newcomers," Spaleta said.
Amanda Stoutjesdyk.
"They are really coming
"Even though we had some along, and already making
of our .key players down contributions to. help the
tonight," Colado said. ''We still team."
came out and executed."
UCF begins defense of its
The Knights dominated the . back-to-back Atlantic Sun
match with a hitting percent- Conference title this w.eekend
age of 0.409 while holding the as the Golden Knights travel
Wildcats to a 0.065 percentage.
p~ SEE JARVIS ON 82 j.

··Janis turns in career performance
FROM
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Tailback Alex Haynes (4) faces off against the weak Buffalo defensive line. Haynes has averaged 15 carries and 73 rushing yards per game.

Bulls are ranked I 17th in nation

to Nashville for two matches.
Under Colado, UCF is 37-3 in
.conference play.
"No one can be overlooked,"
· Oolado said. 'We have to go in
and focus on every single
match."
UCF takes on A-Sun newcc;>mer Lipscomb. (2-13) on
Friday night. The Bisons are 0-1
in the A-Sun losing its conference debut to Troy State last
weekend.
Outside hitter Kristin Peck
has 235 kills on the season and.
ranks second in the conference
with 4.27 kills per game. Peck is
solid on the defense side of the
ball as well with 141 digs.
The offense goes through
freshman setter Emily Smith,
who has 518 of the teams 580
assists. Smith is sixth in the A- sun dishing out 9.66 assists per
game.
"We're confident ,from what

we've
accomplished already;"
Jarvis said. ''.And
we can take
what
we've
learned going
into conference
play."
UCF match- Jarvis
es up with
Belmont (0-11) on Saturday
night. This will be the second
conference match for both
squads, as the Bruins square off
with Florida Atlantic on Friday
night. It also marks opening
weekend for the new Curb Event
Center.
"We know that every time we
step on the court we're going to
get everybody's best shot/
Frarik said. 'l\nd we're ready for
that."
The Bruins have been shut
out in eight.straight matches. In
fact the last time Belmont won a
game was on Sept. 6 against
Marist.

Leading the way for Belmont
is middle blocker Lindsay
Cleveland with 116 kills.
Cleveland is eighth in the A-sun
averaging 3.41 kills per game.
Cleveland is also a force in the
frontcourt with 0.91 blocks per
game.
Libero Jodi Weeber is the
team's frontrunner with 91 digs.
Weeber is ninth in the Atlantic
Sun with 2.68 digs per game followed by teammate Cleveland
with 2.62 Per match.
"My confidence level in the
team is very high right now,"
Colado said. "Our younger players have stepped up a bit, and
they are going to have to continue that further."
Whether Watts, Stoutjesdyk
and Street will be able to return
to action in time for the conference openers is uncertain.
"We're a banged up team
right now;" Colado said. "I really
can't speculate on when our
players will be able to return."
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turnovers. Buffalo could easily
upset the Knights in Kent State.
fashion if the offense repeats last
efficiency or passing yards.
week's inability to hold onto the
• The Bulls' ground game is led
ball.
by the talented but unsupported
"Our-defense after the beginAaron Leeper. The sophomore
ning of the game settled down
tailback has the ability to be an
and played pretty well," Head
outstanding rusher, as evidenced
Coach Mike.Kruczek said of last
by his 917 yards in the 2002 sea. week's foss to Kent State. 'We
son. Leeper could very well be
put them in horrible field posithe answer for the Bulls to snap
tion the whole game with
their 15-game losing streak.
turnovers. I think the defense
Leeper has only rushed for
made improvement and offen244 yards this season, but he has
sivelywe need to learn on how to
· shared many carries with fellow
hold onto the footban."
sophomore Dave Dawson.
The other key to .the game is
Dawson has. 52 carries for 237
yards.
the run. Fbr the first time since
Daunte Culpepper, the Knigbts
The main problem for both
have a strong threat in the option
running backs is the fact that the
play. Rivera is a fast quarterback
offensive line has limited athletic
with a good read of the field. He
ability. Size isn't a problem for
might not have any experience
the five starters, but they lack
under his belt, but Buffalo is a ,
the speed to keep up with a
better
team than any to get
strong pass rush. Leeper's and
BRETT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
some.
Dawson's stats of 50.8 and-47 Defensive lineman Paul Carrington and
Between'Rivera and Haynes,
yards per game, respectively; company should easily overcome the Buffalo ·
show the offensive line is inca- offensive line with its limited athletic ability. the young Buffalo defensive line
should be worn out easily.
pable of opening needed holes.
BUffalo is devoid of a receiver corps of Tavaris Capers, Luther Haynes must touch the ball at
ranked anywhere in the MAC top Huggins, Brandon Marshall and least 20 times in order for the
25 in receiving yards. Junior Mike Walker. The Knights should Knights to succeed. Haynes is ·
wideout Matt Knueven is the top be able to overpower the Bulls 1 averaging 15.2 carries per game
· receiving threat for the Bulls, with these receiving threats. In this season.
The Knights are ranked 99th '
and he has yet to catch a pass addition, the defensive line of
longer than 26 yards. Knueven's Buffalo is slow and easily over- in the nation in defense. Still, the
counterpart is s9phomore Tim matched, and they have surren- Bulls' wide receiving corps is rto
Dance, who has seven receptions dered 38.8 points per game in match for UCF's strong secondary, regardless of any injuries tp
2003.
for 58 yards in five games.
UCF will have to make two the linebackers.
The defense doesn't break
As for Rivera's inexperience,
down much better for the Bulls, key changes from past play in
Kruczek said, "I will talk to him
as the defensive line has shown this game against the Bulls.
First, the offense must not about when Vic Penn got hurt
little success in stopping the run.
Buffalo's secondary is not known turn the ball over carele~ly. and a young kid named Ryan
for its speed and should not be Nationally, UCF currently rahks Schneider stepped up and got
able to handle the UCF receiving 117 out of 117 teams in the job done."
. FROM
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Town Center
865 N. Alafaya Trail

1

MAC PREVIEW

Akron (3-2) vs. Miami (OH)(3-i) ·
SERIES: Miami helds a 9-4-1 edge.
LAST MEETING: Miami defeated the Zips 48-:31 1
last year.
· MATCHUP: Miami's 14th ranked offense is led
· by a rejuvenated Ben Roethlisberger, who is averaging 327.5 yards per game through the air. Akron .
regrouped after a season-opening loss to mmt
State, winning three in a row since. The Zips
Charlie Frye needs 160 yards for the school's alltime career passing yards mark.
'
PREDICTION: Miami 38, Akron 31

Western Michigan (2-2) vs Eastern Michigan (1-4)

.www.planetbeach.com

SESSIONS

Must present coupon. First-time guest
One per customer. Local residents only.
Waterford Lakes Town Center location only.

---------------------

State-of-the-Art ETS 10, 15 & 20 Minute Beds • Stand Up Beds
Facial/Shoulder Tanners • Free Skin JVpe Analvsis
All Beds Air Conditioned with CD/Radio

UCFAthletics•••~RIGHT HERE. RIGHT' NOW.

SUPPORT YOUR
KNIGHTS!
. www.utfathletics.com
Friday, October 3rd ·
·
. ~·. "7 rtrn. - Men's Soccer v. Jacksonville at the UCF Soccer

Ohio (1-3) vs Northern Illinois (4-0)
SERIES: Northern Illinois holds an 8-7 lead.
LAST MEETING: Ohio posted a 28-12 victory
over Miami in 1998.
MATCHUP: 20th ranked Northern Illinois,
which has posted notable non-conference defeats
of Maryland and Alabama, now turns its attention
to winning the MAC championship. 'The Huskies' .
Michael Turner broke the school's career rushing
record with a 134-yard performance in last week's
24-16 win over Cincinnati. The Bearcats, who are
coming off the wrong end of a 39-32 decision, have
defeated the Huskies in their last three meetings.
PREDICTION: Northern Illinois 27, Ohio 23

407-207-2002

3 FREE'

Fi~fds (beside the.UCF Arena} ~ FREEJor students with your valid
UCF IJ). All' other fans ... $4 for adults and $2 for kids up to age

t7.
Miami (Ohio)
Kent State
Akron
Marshall
Central Florida
Ohio
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1

1

1

1
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·, Saturday, October 4th

6 p.m. - Football v. Buffalo at the Citrus Bowl. FREE
transportation ~o UCF students on a fir$t come, first served basis.
, Email gert@rnail.ucf.edu to sign up tq ride the bus for free!
. .

~dm,ission

to tfte game i~ FREE for students with a valid UCF l.D. .
:AH other_fans, please call the Att:if etic Ticket pffice at
407-l:JCF-GOLQ '\ ·
'
'

s

. S1:1n·d ay, Octob.e r 5th .

4

o·

1 p.m. - Men's Soccer v. Stetson at the UCF
S0ccef Field~ (b~slde the UCF Arena). FREE for students with
: your vaJid UE:F f.B . .Al! other: fans ... $4 for adults ahp S2 for J<id.s
. up to agel 7.

3''

1
2
3
2
2
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West:
Northern Illinois
Bowling Green .
Toledo
Ball State
Western Michigan
~ntral Mi9Jigan
Eastern Michigan

0
0
1
1
1
0
0

3
3
2
2
1

•

SERIES: Western Michigan leads 23-13-2 in a
series that began in 1906.
LAST MEETING: Western Michigan escaped
with a 33-31 victory.
MATCHUP: Western Michigan,· averaging 33 Central Michigan (2-2) vs. Bowling Green (3-1)
points a game, is led by Phil Reed who scored three
SERIES: Bowling Green holds a 19-16 lead.
rushing touchdowns last weekend. Sjnce opening
LAST MEETING: Bowling Green recorded a 45the season on a high note, Eastern Michigan has 35 victory over Central Michigan last year.
dropped four straight. Anthony Sherrell ranks
MATCHUP: Bowling Green's only loss of the
third in the MAC in rushing with 434 yards on 102 · season came at the expense of the defending
carries.
national champions Ohio State in a 24-17 thriller
PREDICTION: Western Michigan 24, Eastern that came down to the last play. The Falcons' Josh
'
Michigan 13
Harris shredded the Buckeyes for 326 yards and
two touchdowns.
Ball State·(2-3) vs. Kent State (3-2)
Central Michigan will not have the service of its
SERIES: Ball State holds a 16-5 lead.
starting quarterback Jeff Perry, who is out for the
LAST MEETING: Kent State won a 31-18 deci- season after sustaining a leg injury. Derrick
sion over Ball State in 2001.
Vickers, a senior from Miami with 23 starts under
MATCHUP: Ball State is corµing off a 53-29 his belt, will get the nod.
defeat at Boston College. Talmadge Hill has been
PREDICTION: Bowling Green 33, Central
impressive, passing for 691 yards with 8 touch- Michigan 17.
d~wns and only one interception. Kent State delivered a 36-16 defeat.to UCF last week, dominating
Last week: 6-2 (5-3 against spread).
from beginning to end to remain unbeaten in MAC
Season: 18-10 (17-11 against spread).
conferenoo pJay.
~
k, PREDICTION: Ball State 27, Kent Stat~ 24
- FRITZ LORISTON

·1

•f

Tuesday, . October 7th ·
I

.

.

-

7 p.m. - Women's Soccer v. FSU at the UCF Soccer Fields
(bestde the UCFArena). FREE for students with your valid UCF
LD. AIJ other fans ... $4 for adults and $2 .for kids up to age 17.

*UCF Students••. attend 1 S home sporting events before
the end of men·s basketball .season and swipe your l.D.
card. You·11 be put into a drawing to win a trip 't o the
hottest music awards show in Las Vegas!
For a complete lfsting of contest rules and more
Information, log onto www.ucfathletlcs.com.

GO KNIGHTS!

'f )

STETSON UNNER IT

•

Center afCelehration
Enrolling Now!
Graduate Programs in

•

Counselor Education
Information Sessions:
Celebration
DeLand

Oct. 25
· Nov 15

.9:30am-1:30pm
9:00am-2:00pm

Masters Degree Programs in:

Sat.· Oct. 4t'h
•

. 6

• School Counseling
• Marriage, Couple, Family .Counseling &

p.m.

Therapy
· • Mental Health Counseling

Cit·r us Bowl

Courses available for endorsement
Accredited by (CAC~P) - Council for
Accreditation of Counseling and Related
Educational Programs

Free ~iih your Student ID!
Fan Faire starts at 3 p.m. at Tinker Field
Student drink and food specials!
Welcome your1 Knights - 4 p.m. Knight March

,.

•

Small Weekend or Evening Classes

•

Discounted tuition for teachers &
non-profit organizations

•

Financial aid available to

~hose

-w-ho

qualify

Celebration Campus: I<arole Turner
· 321-939-7609 / kturner@stetson.edu
Deland Campus:· Donna Schick
38.6-822-8992 / dschick@stetson.edu

Another Great College Park Community
SHORT TERM LEASES
NOW AVAILABLE!

CHECK OUT O,UR AWESOME AMENITIES
• Fully Furnished 2, 3 & 4
Bedroom Apartments
• Individual Leases
• Private Baths*
• Resort Style Pool!!
• Covered Basketball
Pavilion &Full Size Court
• Covered Parking
• Movie Theatre &
Conference Room
• Sparkling Spa
11841 Jefferson Commons Cir.
• Utilities Included in Rent
· Orlando, FL. 32826
• Free Ethernet in Every
401.382.4114
Bedroom

www.coHegeparkWeb.com

• Tennis Courts
• Computer Labs .
• Free Tanning Bed
• Sand Volleyball Court
• BBQ I Picnic Pavilion
• 3 HBO's, ESPN ••• and
Disney
"Restrictions Apply

.__~
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Rivera hopes to fill Schneider's shoes
them, and if they have any questions they can ask me anything."
never seen us use in a long
One thing going in the first
time," Rivera said.
time starter's favor is that
The junior expects the team Buffalo is coming into the Citrus
to continue without skipping a Bowl this weekend holding a 0-5
beat. He believes he can step in record. The Buffalo Bulls are
and get the job done. He credits also the owners of the nation's
his relationship with his wide longest losing streak of 15
receivers for his confidence.
games, dating back to last year.
. "I'm real comfortable with · Buffalo is considered by ESPN's
my receivers," Rivera said. "If I rankings to be one of the worst
have any questions I can ask teams in Division I-A football.
FROM

Bl

The fact that Buffalo has
been playing so poorly as of
late will not affect Rivera's
preparation for the game.
"It doesn't matter to me,"
Rivera said. "It's fust as important as any other game.
Anything can happen in college
football."
/
Considering all the achievements and accolades that Ryan
Schneider has earned, there
will be a lot of pressure on the
junior quarterback to perform.
Schneider hasn't missed a
game in over two and half
years, and Rivera's teammates
have done their best to make
him feel as comfortable in his
new role as possible.
"They tell me to take it easy
and relax," Rivera said. "They
want me to make sure that I go
at my own pace/'
Rivera knows that this is a
very big game for UCF. After
the disappointing 1-3 start, he
realize~ that this is a huge conference game if UCF wants to
save this season.
"Having this win will set up
the movement for us to keep on
winning games," he said. "We
cannot lose anymore MAC
games. We have to have a winning streak."
As important as this game is
for the team, this weekend's· ,

Deafening duty

game will also give a glimpse of
what UCF fans cari possibly
expect to see next year. Rivera
is thrilled about the opportunity that he now has to prove
what he can do.
"I believe this will be my
showcase and hopefully next
year I'll get the opportunity to
be the starter. Ryan will be gone
next year and the coaches will
need a new starter and hopefully I'll be considered to be in
the front of the line for the job."
Schneider himself arose to
stardom in similar fashion.
As a second string in · his
sophomore year, Schneider
was thrown into a gairie stemming from a Vic Penn injury in
a contest against Liberty in
1999. Penn would never again
reclaim his starting role as
Schneider, fr(p that point on,
took out a permanent marker
and began to scribble his name
all over UCF' football record
books.
.
Rivera, like Schneider in
1999, brings an entire different
style of game planning and that
can work to his advantage.
Whether or not the back-up
has any doubts remains to be
seen.
'We will win this one. I guarantee it. We're going to win, no
matterwhat."

KEGS
TO GO
Domestic/lfllported
• ·Budweiser
•Coors Lite• Bud Lite
• Miller Lite • Ice House &
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-UCF Army ROTC fires off a cannon during the home opener against Florida Atlanti( on Sept.
· 13. The group fires the cannon each time the Knights score a touchdown or field goal atThe
Citrus Bowl. Fans hopes to hearthe cannon a number of times this weekend against
Buffalo, as the Knights have average~ 49.5 points per game in their last five meetings.
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J.ai Alai Returns
Oct. 2nd!
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Killians Red.~. s6 l 9 9 +
Michelob Lite ... s60 99 +
Yuengling ... s6 l 9 9 +
hleineken.~. s104 99 +
New Castle ... s1 19 99 +

TRAVliL THE WORLD AND GET PAID!!!
•

GOOD QUALITY WINE
CIGARffiES •CHIPS• CANDIES

College Students Always Free

, DOMESTIC BEER SPECIAL

(With Valid I.D.)

12 PK. COORS LIGHT 12 PK. BUDWEISER
ONLY _$399
ONLY $899

This Ad Good
For 1 Free Program

(Any Performance)

BEST WAY BEVERAGE MART

0

Corner of University & Dean Rd., Next to Duffy's Subs

407-678-4443

0
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HWY 17·92 & 436 Call (407J
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NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!
SMT WILL TRAIN YOU!
The Sports Magic Team, the leader in
interactive entertainment, is looking for
enthusiastic and energetic people who work
well with both children and adults.

NO EXPERIENCE NECESSARY!!!
SMT WILL TRAIN YOU!!!
We are casting for cruise ship and other forms
of interactive entertainment.
INTERVIEWS: Oct. 6-lOth
CALL BACK AUDITION: Sat. Oct. 11th
Please call l-800-646-1110 to set up an
appointment.

Hours: Mon. - Sun. ) 1am - 2am
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.TITLE VI: THE ELECTION STATUTES
elections. It shall arrange for other such things as required
far the proper, efficient, impartial, and legal completion of
the elections.
D. Shall procure and compile a concise report of all
Chapter 601 Definitions: (Defined, but not l(mited to)
requirements and regulations in reference ta posting of
tangible campaigning on the entire University of Central
A. Active Campaigning - Any display or distribution of tangible
Aorida Campus(es). The Election Commission shall also
• items for a candidate/ticket for an elective office of the
distribute this report.at the time of Petition flick-up.
student body
E. Each Commissioner shall maintain office hours on the Election
B. Authorized by Candidate - Candidates written approval.
Bulletin Board for each day of the election period.
C. Auxiliary Organization _:.Any organization not affiliated with
UCF and with esteemed community prominence. (i.e.
I. The Main Campus Election Commission office location
shall be provided for under the direction and agreement
Shriner\ Kiwanis, League of Women Voters)
D. Campaign Materials
between the Student Body President, Student Body Vice
President, Speaker of the Senate, and the Senate
1. Authorized - Any items approved by the Election
President Pro Tempore, upon the approval of Senate.
Commission, which contribute to a candidate's campaign,
Office hours shall be maintained by at least one (I J
including Electric Media .
Commissioner from the hours of 9:00 a.m. lo 5 p.m.,
2. Unauthorized - Any items not approved by the
Monday through Friday.
. Election Commission, which contribute to a candidate's
campaign, including Electronic Media.
2. All area campus questions concerning ~lections shall be
redirected to the main campus.
E. Campus Media - Auniversity media with an audience in
excess of two thousand (2000) students.
F. Shall acknowledge and record all authorized campaign
materials before such materials are pasted by the
F. Contribution -Any service, goods or sum of money donated
to the candidate with the intent of promoting or aiding the.
candidates/tickets. -The Election Commission shall keep an
accurate representation of any campaign materials.
candidate in his/her campaign.
G. Shall be responsible for checking the campus everyday .for
G. Election Bulletin Board - Bulletin board containing election
any unauthorized campaign !11Dlerials during the period
information. The Election Commission shall maintain the '
between the day before the start of Active Campaigning and
board in the Senate Workroom.
H. Election Period - Shall start Monday of p~titions and end two
the day alter the completion. al,ele'ctions.
·
H.' Shall make arrangement for the removal and record all
(2) weeks alter the last day of voting. (For special elections,
unauthorized campaign materials immediately and initiate
the Election Commission shall define the election period no
appropriate action to fulfill the requirements al these Election
-later lhan two (2) school days alter regular voting.)
Statutes.
I. Electronic Media - Any campaign publicity t_ransferred ·
I. S~all notify all campus media al the results of the election (in
electronically.
memorandum form) within twenty-four (24) hours of the
J. Endorsement - To .formally support a given candidate or
· ticket.
confirmation of the election result;.
J. Shall conduct three.(3) meetings, at varying times, to explain
K. Libel - Amethod of defamation expressed by print, writing,
the Election Statutes, ond la answer questions.concerning
pictures ar signs; any false and unprivileged publication that
them, for all candidates/tickets- one (I) before Petition of
is injurious ta the reputation al another.
Candidacy , and one (I) alter Petition of Candidacy.
L. Major Violation -Any violation that affects the outcome of
K. Shall send a copy of the Election Statutes to all campus media
an election, repeated minor violations, or blatant disregard of
notifying them that these statutes will be used in the
election statutes.
upcoming election, before the end of Declaration of
M. Majority Vote - Minimum of fifty percent (50%) plus one (I J
Candidacy.
.
' of the votes/vote.
L. Shall procure a canopy large enough to provide a protective
N. Material Fact - One which constitutes the relevancy of
covering for those, voting in front of the Student Union.
eligibility of a candidate/ticket for a pilrticular office.
M. Shall procure posters, which will be displayed in each
0. Minor Violation - Any violation or oversight of statutes that
building in which classes ore held, and shall advertise in all
does not affect the outcome of an election.
P. Partisan - Publicly stating approval or disapproval of a
campus media inform~tion regarding elections. These
advertisements shall begin with the first issue published by
candidate/ticket.
the campus media for the·Sp'ring semester, and on (I ).week
Q. Professional Service - Any servi.ce provided to o
candidate/ticket by an individual or organization, which
before petitions became available for the Fall semester.
-normally re<eives payment for ihis service.
Information concerning the Petition of Candidacy Forms shall
R. School Day - One (I) school day shall be considered as any
begin al least ten (JO) days prior lo all elections, and shall .
weekday, Monday through Friday, in which at least one (I)
include the dote, time, place of voting, offices to be elected,
class is officially scheduled.
and when Declaration of Candidacy ends.
S. Semesters - Fall,'Spring, and ·Summer, with attendance in
N. Shall by 5:00 p.m. on the Thursday prior to the election, .
any or all Summer terms bfing counted as no more that one
organize, publicize and take all responsibilities of establishing
{I) semester.
a Candidate Forum (open to all students), and determining
where the forum will be held (in a large-capacity area).
T. Slander - Oral defamation; the speaking of false or malicious
wards concerning another, whereby injury results to his
, 0. Shall, in the event of a run-off electia~, organize a date,
reputation.
time, and ~oce to ~old a debate exclusively between the two
U. Tangible Items - Anything inanimate that may be seen or
run-off tickets.
P. Shall notify the tickets and oll campus media of the date, lime
touched, which infers that a candidate/ticket intends to run
and place al Candidate Forum by the first (I st) school day
for an elected Student Government office.
V. Third Parties - Individuals or organizations other than the
after the Declaration of Candidacy ends.
candidate/ticket themselves.
Q. Shall not specify rules or procedures in addition to the
W. Third Party Advertising - Solicited or unsolicited.support for
Election Statutes, unless the Senate has approved them in
a candidate/ticket by an organization or individual other
Resolution form.
than the candidate/ticket themselves.
R. Shall be responsible for advertising the Spring Election in the
X. Unauthorized by Candidate._ Anything without a candidate's
campus medi~ three (3) weeks before the end of the Foll
written approval.
semester.
Y. Week - Any calendar week containing at least one (I) school
S. Shall submit a letter of resignation to the Student Body
day (Monday- Friday).
President and the Supervisor al El!!ctions, in case of voluntary
resignation.
Chapter 602 The Election Commission
602.4 Duties of the Director of Student Government
602.1 Membership: The Election Commission's membership shall
Administrative Services
be composed of nine (9) students from the University of Central
A. Sholl check the qualifications of all candidates, ond shall post
Aorida. The Supervisor of Elections will have served as an
. the names of those qualified lo hold office, an the Ele<tion
Elections Commissioner of UCF for a minimum of one election
Bulletin Board, with one (I J school day alter the end of
period.
Declaration al Candidacy. There shall be two (2) additional
A. The Supervisor of Elections, an Assistant Supervisor of
school days in which those candidates/tickets that are not
Elections, and three ,(3) Commissioners (members) shall be
qualified may clear up questions of qualifications.
appointed three (3) Senate meetings prior to the Foll
Semester. The remainder must be conlirm~d one (I) week
602.5 Removal of Election Commission Members
prior to the start of active campaigning.
A. The Elect.ions and Appointments Committee shall meet and
B. CommissiOn members may not hold any other elected ar
determine ii an Election Commissioner may have' violated the
appointed Student Government positions.
Election Statutes.
C. Commission members' terms of office shall run for one (I)
B. If the Elections and Appointments Committee decides that on
year from the date on which they dre confirmed..1
Election Commission Member(s) may have committed a
Commissioners shall hold office for a maximum of three (3)
major/minor violation al Election Statutes, it shall notify the
terms:
Student Senate in writing by the next Senate meeting
following the committee action.
602,2 Duties of the Supervisor al Elections:
C. At ihe recommendation of the Elections ond Appointment
A..Sholl not be actively identified with any candidate or
Committee, the Student Senate may remove any member al
campaign for elective office, nor act in any partisan manner
the Elections Commission by 2/3 vole.
during membership on the Election Commission.
D. All Election Commissioners must be made oware that they are
B. Sholl post on the SGA Bulletin Board, all election results no"
liable to have partial or all moneys withheld from their final
loter than 12:00 p.m. on the afternoon following the
paychecks based on the dismissal douse for violating the
elections.
Student Government Election Statutes or the Constitution al
C. Shall submit iJ list of problems, solutions, or possible changes
the Student Body of the University of Central Aorida at any
to the Election Statutes wilhin two (2) weeks following each
time during their term as an Election Commissioner.
election to the Elections and Appointments Committee.
E. In the case al the removal al an Section Commission
D. Sholl maintain a notebook containing all pertinent
member, an appeal by an Election Commissioner to the
information related to violations of the Election Statutes. This
Judicial Council, shall be submitted, in the form al a typed
notebook shall incl~de, but not be limited to: notices of
letter and signed in ink, within forty-eight (48) hours of the
'violations; acti.ons taken; Judicial Council decisions; and all
Student Senate's decision. The appeal shall be delivered to
material relevant to reaching these decisions. Each piece of
the Chief Justice.
documentation pertaining to violations shall be signed and
dated, with the time noted by the Supervisor of Elections.
Chapter 603 Election Funding
E. Sholl be responsible for submitting on orol report to the
Student Senate at each Senate meeting throughout the
A. Sufficient funds shall be available for the election process
elec)ion period. Failure to make a report lo the Senate two
from the Student Government Elections Account.
(2) times during an election period will result in the
B. The Election Commission's wages shall be specified by Activity
automatic dismissal of the Supervisor al Elections.
and Ser~ice Fee Budget. '
,
F. Shall be responsible for submitting a memorandum to the
I. The Election Commissioners shall not be paid their final
Student Body President, if Commission members ore not
pay checks until all the duties have been determined fol
completing the duties assigned _in 602.3.
filled (by the Student Body President).
G. If the Supervisor of Elections is dismissed by the Student
Senate or by the appellate process' or resigns voluntarily
Chapter 604 Candidates
during-an election period, the ~sistont Supervisor of
Elections shall assume the responsibilities of the Supervisor of
All condidateslar Student Government positions must meet the
Elections, and an Assistant Supervisor of Elections shall be
minimum requirements set forth in Title X: Installation and
elected from and by the Election Commission.
Eligibility Requirements.
TITLE VI: THE ELECTION STATUTES

•

•
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602.3 Duties of the Election Commissioners: The Supervisor of
Elections shall supervise and direct the Election Commission.
They:
A. Shall not be actively identified with any candidate or
campaign for elective office, nor act in any partisan manner
during membership on the Election Commission.
B. May only establish polling places in the following locations
unless otherwise approved by the Senate in Resolution form:
I. In front of the Student Union (South Side).
2. At all branch campuses.
3. In the' lobby of the Recreation and Wellness Center
C. Shall make arrangements for voting materials for the

'

604.1 A. Foll Elections
I. Candidates must file a Petition
a. Candidates for colleges must have fifty (50)
signatures (from students currently enrolled in his/her
college)
b. Candidates for an Undeclared position at the Main
Campus must have twenty five (25) signatures from
students with undecided majors. The signatures on the
Petition.form must be from students enrolled at the
Main Campus.
c. Candidates for positions as area campuses Senators must
have at least twenty five (25) signatures on the Petition
Form. The signatures on the Petition form must be from
students enrolled at the respective area campus.
2. Petitions may be obtained lrom the Senate Secretary na
earlier than 9:00 a.m. an the first (Isl) school day of the
third (3rd) week of the Fall semester, and wiU be turned in
at the lime al the candidate's de<laration of candidacy.
3. Declaration of Candidacy will take place during the fourth
(4th) week af the Foll semester. Declaration al Candidacy
will run from 9:00 a.m. until 5:00 p.m. Monday through
Wednesday. The Senate Secretary shall sign and date the

form 'received." The candidate shall complete, sign and
date the farm.
4. The Senate Secretary shall immediately post and send by
lac simile to the area campus Student Government, the
declaration and seoi number of the candidates filing for
office on the Election Bulletin Boord, located in the Senate
Work Room, lo be officially posted up at 5:00 p.m. Only
the Senate Secretary shall update and maintain the
Declaration of Candidacy Board with all Students who have
submitted a Declaration al Candidacy form.
5. Active campaigning shall begin immediately following the
candidates' Declaration of Candidacy.
B. Spring Elections (Presidential)
I. The Student Body Presidential Candidate and the
Student Body Vice Presidential Candidate shall ,be running
mates, therefore forming a ticket. The Presidential ticket
must file a Petition form with the signatures of five
hundred (500) students curre·n1ly enrolled at the University
al Central Aarida.
2. Petition~ may be obtaiaed from th.e Student Go.vernment
Senate Secretary na earlier than 9:00 a.m. on the first
(I st) Monday of the 'third (3rd) !¥eek of the Spring
semester. The Petition will be turned in at the time of
the candidate's declaration of candidacy.
3. Declaration of Candidacy for Spring elections shall be
during the fourth (4th) week of the Spring semester,
and shall take place between 9:00 a.m. and 5:00 p.m.
Monday through Thursday. ·
4. The Student Govemment Senate Secretary shall sign and
date the form "received.' The candidate/ticket shall
complete, sign and date this form.
5. The Student Government Senate Secretory shall
immediately post the Declaration on the Election Bulletin
Boord and send by facsimile to the area campus Student
Governments..
'
6. Active Campaigning shall begin immediately fallowing
the tickets' Declaration of Candidacy.
Chapter 605

Election Procedures

605.J Election Cade al Ethics
A. No candidate/ticket shall misrepresent any material fact in
campaign material or in campaigning in any form.
B. No candidate/ticket or individual may perjure himself before
the Elections Commission.
C. Na candidate/ticket or individual may misrepresent any
campaign' material as being the material of any
candidate/ticket other than themselves. ' '
D. No candidate/ticket'shall condone ar authorize the
destruction or t~eft of campaign material of another candi
dote.
E. No candidate/ticket shall commit slander or libel.
F. No candidate/ticket shall commit or attempt a bribe.
605.2 Active Campaigning
A. All campaign materials, including candidate we~ sites, must
be registered with the Election Commission.
B. Distributors of campaign materials are restricted in the
following ways:
I. Na campaign material will be distributed in the residence
halls by sliding said material under the door.
2. Na distribution of campaign material will be permitted in
the residence halls before 11 :00 o.m. ~r ofter 9:00 p.m.
3. N~ campaign material will be d~tributed within:,
a. The University designee Computer labs, excepi Student
Government officially approved Electronic Media;
b. The Library, Bookstore (does not include soid breeze
way);
,
c. aassrooms;
d. Inside the Student Union Building, including gated
patio areos;
e. Inside the Recreation and Wellness Center Building;
I. The fifteen (I 5) loot boundary surrounding the Election ·
Tent.
C. Candidates may not devise a name, which will associate them
with another candidate.
605.3 Electronic Media
A. On all Electronic Messages, the date and name of the Election
Commissioner who approved the message shall appear at the
bottom.
B. All Electronic Media shall adhere to all election statutes.
605.4 Election Times
A. Fall Elections shall be held the sixth (6th) week of the .
' semester and Spring Elections shall be held the seventh (7th)
week of the semester.
B. Ele<tion times will commence ,at B:OO a.m. on Monday and
will continue through 5:00 p.m. Wednesday, noting that
Polaris shuts down everyday for maintenance.
C. Elections will run from 10:00 a.m. to 7:00 p.m. for the
Student Union Tent.
D. ARun Off Election will occur, the week follqwing pasting al
the Election results, between the two (2) candidates/tickels
receiving the most vales (providing no candidate or ticket
received a majority of votes cast).
605.5 All Special Elections will follow these same Election Statutes,
unless otherwise stated herein.
A. ASpecial Election will occur ii the winning candidate/ticket is
disqualified. If there is only one (I J candidate in a Special
Election, no election will be necessary.
B. Only qualified candidates/tickets that ran in the Primary
Election, including write-in candidates/tickets, will be placed
· on 1he Special Section ballot.
·
C. There will' be na new write-in candidates/tickets for Special
- Elections.
D. ASpecial Election will be held al least one (I) week fallowing
the end of the appellate process, but no mare than tyto (2)
weeks alter the end of the appellate process.
605.6 All New Elections will follow these same Election Statutes,
unless otherwise slated herein.
A. ANew Election will occur if the race is "invalidated" by the
Judicial Council. If there is only one (I) candidate in the New
Election, no election is necessary.
B. Only qualified candidates/tickets thai ran in the Primary
Election, including write-in candidates/tickets, will be placed
on the New Election Ballot.
C. There will be no new write-in candidates for New Elections.
D. ANew Election will be held at least one (I) week following
the end of the appellate process, but no more than two (2)
weeks alter the·end of the appellate process.
·
605.7 Voting
A. All students shall be eligi~le to vale for one (1) ticket during
the Spring Election.
·
B. All students shall be eligible to vale for the representative(s)
of iheir College and ii eligible ~rea Campus representative
during the Fall Election.
.
C. Any student with a double major shull be eligible lo vale
under only one of his/her registered majors.
D. At all voting places, there shall be detailed instructions on
haw ta vote.
605.8 Write-in Candidates
A. Write-in Candidate~ names will not be placed on ballots.
B. All write-in candidates are still subject io eligibility
requirements,
605. 9 Balloting
A. The Supervisor of Elections, the Director of Student
Government Administrative Services, must be present at the
tabulation of results.
B. Each candidate/ticket, alter the official ballot counting, may
call for a recount of votes, at which time he/she may be
present.

C. No ballot shall be disqualified ii the voter's intentions are
determined "legal" and 'clear• by the Election Commission.

605.10 Election Contingency Plan
In case of a campus emergency which may impede the voting
process, the Student Body President may, upon consultation with
the Supervisor of Elections, suspend or delay and election and
reschedule it within seven (7) days alter the suspended or
delayed election or os soon thereafter as practicable. In the event
of an election suspension or delay, the new.election times will be
properly advertised through student media and posted on the
Election Bulletin Boord.
605.11 Third Porty Campaigning and Support
A. The candidate/ticket is not responsible far unauthorized
verbal, written or physical campaigning by third parties.
B. Guidelines on organizations:
I. Only registered clubs and organizations can endorse
and/or support a candidate/ticket.
2. Clubs and organizations that choose ta campaign, support
and/or endorse candidates/tickets are subject lo all
guidelines in these Statutes and the UCF Golden Rule,
including, but not limited to, slander and libel clauses.
C. lndividuals:that choose to campaign, support and/or endorse
a candidate/ticket are subject to all guidelines in the Statutes
and the UCF Golden Rule, including, but nal limited to,
slander and libel clauses.
'

Chapter.606

Violations

A. All candidates must be made aware of any possible liability
for violati~g The UCF Golden Rule, The Student Government
Elections Statutes, The Constitution of t6e Student. Bady of the
University al Central Aorida and The Student Body Statutes.
B. All campaign materials must be removed from the campus by
12:00 p.m. an Monday al the week following the final day of
voting, by the candidate/ticket.
•
C. The Election Commission shall meet dnd determine' i{ a candi
date/ticket violated the Election Statutes, and shall charge
any candidate/ticket that violates the Election Statutes with a
major minor violation. These steps shall be taken
immediately following a report alleging that a
candidate/ticket has violated the Election Statutes.
I:The Election Commission may charge a candidate/ti1ket
with a minor violation by a majority vote of the
Commission, for each violation.
2. If the Election Commission feels that a candidate/ticket
has committed a major violation, then ii shall both notify
the Judicial Council and the candidate/ticket in writing
within 24 hours al its decision.
D. If the Election Commission feels that a candidate/ticket has
committed a major violation, then ii shall notify the Judicial
· Council in writing, by 5:00 p.m. on the Monday following the
public posting of the election results._
E. The Election Commission shall determine whether the sum al
all violations equals a mojor or minor violation.
Chapter 607

Conteslments/Appeals

A. Any contestment/appeal al a campaign, Election Commission
decision, or an election by a candidate/ticket shall be
submitted in the form al a typewritten letter and signed in
ink. This letter of contestment shall be hand.delivered to the
Director of Student Government Administrative Services, os
well as a copy to the Chief Justice and the Supervisor of
Elections, no later than 5:00 p.m. on the Wednesday
following public posting of election results.
B. The Election Commission shall review oll appeals and formu
. late a decision within one (I J week hosed on the cose pre
sented. This decision may be further appealed lo the Judicial
Council. If the appeal of any candidate/ticket is based upon
direct action of the Election Commission, it shall be reviewed
by the Judicial Council and bypass the Election Commission.
C. Notification of the election commission decision shall be pre
sented to the candidate/ticket forty-eight (48) hours alter
the decision is made.
D. Any appeal must list reasons for appealing the decision of
the Election Commission or list charges and/or violations
allegedly committed by a candidate/ticket or Section
Commissianer(s).
E. Upon receiving the appeal, the Judicial Council shall deter
mine the type al appeal and course-of-action available to it,
as specified below:
1. Candidates/Tickets Appealing an Election Council
Decision: The Judicial Council shall determine whether
the Election Commission's decision was incorrect, pracedu
rally or substantively. It may uphold or overturn the
Election Commission's decision.
2. Contestmenls Based on Election Commissioners Violating
Election Statutes: The Judicial Council shall determine if
the Election Commission member(s) violated Statute, ii
so,
a. If it is the case that the election results were effected
by a violation then the Judicial Council may call for a
New Election.
b. If the violation did not affect the election results, and is
considered to be a minor violation of the Statutes, the
Judicial Council may then require that the Election
Commission member(s) be referred to the Student
Body President for further action per Executive
Contract.
3. Contestments Based on Candidates/Tickets Violating
Election Statutes: The Judicial Council shall determine
whether the candidate/ticket committed no violation, a
minor violation, or a major violation.
a. If ii finds that a<andidate/ticket committed a minor
violation
b. The Judicial Council may disqualify a candidate/ticket
for a major violation.
c. If ocandidate/ticket is disqualified due lo a major
violation, the Judicial Council shall call for a Special
Election (as defined by 605.4).
'
F. All decisions made by the Election Commission or the Judicial
Council and all conlestments and appeals made by c~ndidates
shall be posted by the .Election Commission on the Election
Bulletin Board and Student Government web site
immediately.
G.11 someone feels the Judicial Council has violated his/her
rights to a lair hearing or due process, he/she must follow
the grievance procedures outlined in the UCF Golden Rule.
Chapter 608

Recall

A. The holder al any elected office al Student Government may
be removed from office by the students al the University of
Central Aorida by the following procedures:
I. Apetition shall be prepared, naming the person sought
lo be recolled11nd containing a 'Statement of Grounds
for Recall."
2. The petition sholl be signed by at least five percent (5%)
of the office-holder's constituents, based on the current
term enrollment.
3. Each student of the university signing a petition shall sign
and legibly print his/her name in ink and shall place
his/her college, birth date and date of signature in the
petition.
B:The petition shall be allowed up to twenty (20) days to be
circulated.
C. Alter completion, the petition shall be filed with the Senate
Secretary who shall, within (2) school days, submit such
petition to the.Election Commission, the Director of Student
Government Support Services, and the Elections and
·Appointments (E&A) Committee. Within a period of no more
than five (5) school days, the Director of Student Government
Support Services shall determine whether the petition
contains the required valid signatures. No additional names·
may be added to the petition, and the petition shall not be
used in any other proceeding.
' I. If it is determined that the petition does not contain the

required signatures, the Electi~n Commission shall report
it lo the executive and legislative branches of Student
Government and file the petition, without taking further
octjon and the matter will be closed.
2. If ii determined that the petition has the required
signatures, then the Supervisor of Elections shall al once
serve a certified copy of the petition to the office-holder
named in the verified petition of recall.
D. The person designated in the petition may file his/her type
written resignation, signed in ink, with the Attorney General
within two (2) school days alter the receipt of the petition
copy. Upon receipt of the resignation letter, the Attorney
General shall at once notify the governing body of the fact.
E. In the absence of a resignation, the Supervisor of Elections
shall set the days for holding o Recall Election for the
removal of the person designated in the petition. Any such
election shall be held no less than ten (10) school days nor
more than twenty (20) school days from the resignation
deadline.
F. The ballot of the Recall Election shall conform to the
following: ' Shall ... be removed from the Office of ... by
recall?" Immediately following the question, there shall be·
printed on the ballot the two (2) propositions in the order
here set forth:_'For the recall of ... Against the recall of
G. If a majority of the votes cast on the question for removal of
any member of the governing body is affirmative, the'
member whose removal is sought shall be deemed "removed
from office," upon announcement of the official canvass of
that election.
Chapter 609

Referendum Election

A. The Student Body may call for a Referendum Election by
properly filing a petition.
·B. The petition shall contain o statement of the specific issue for
which the Referendum Election will be held.
C. The petition shall.be signed by ot least ten percent (10%) of
the student body. Each University of Central Florido student
signing a petition shall sign and P.rint legibly, in ink, his/her
name, respective college, birth date and the date signature.
D. The petition shall be presented to the Senate Secretary who
shall; submit the petition lo the pirector of Student
Government Support Services for verification.
1. The Director of Student Government Support Services
shall, within live (5) school days, determine the validity
of the signatures, and shall notify the Student Body
President of the Results.
2. Failure to comply within live (5) school days shall
constitute verification.
E. Jf the petiti~n is ruled "valid" by the Director of Student
Government Support Services, o Referendum _Election will be
held within three (3) weeks. Funds shall be mode available
by the Student Body President form the Student Government
Gener~! Account.
F. If it is determined that the petition does not contain the
required signatures, alter confirmation by the Director of
Student Government Support Services, the Election
Commission shall notify the filing parties, without taking fur ·
ther action, file the petition: the molter Will be "closed." No
additional names may be used in any other proceedings.
G. The result of the election shall serve as a consensus opinion
of the Student Body, and:
I. An official statement, containing the issue and the
results, shall be acknowledged in writing by..the Student
Body President..
2. This official statement shall be sent to all concerned par
lies on the school day following the official
announcement of the results of the Referendum Election.
Chapter 61 D Swearing In
A. No student shall be swam in
1. Whose election is being contested in the Election
Commission and/or Juaicial Council.
2. Who has not removed all of his/her campaign material
from the campus. ·
Chapter 611

Forms

All forms used during the elections will be developed by the
Election Commission and in compliance with the Election Statutes.
Chapter 612

Senate Session

The Senate Session shall begin one (1) week following the completion of Senate Elections.
Chapter 613

Revising the Election Statutes

Changes to the Election Statutes made alter the beginning of the
Declorotion al Can.didacy shall not affect the election In progress.

History:
BILL 02-26 (05/06/70) BILL 12-66 (10/10/80) BILL 16-76
(08/03/84)
BILL 03-02 (10/02/70) BILL 13-58 (09/03/81) BILL 18-01
(02/06/86)
BILL 06-40 (O:i/13/74) Bill 13-66 (09/21/81) BILL 18:17,
(02/13/86)
BILL 08-72.(10/22/76) BILL 14-22 (03/03/ B2J Bill 18-49
(07/24/86)
BILL 09-34 (06/2B/77) BILL 14-23 (03/03/82) BILL 19-16
(01/15/87)
BILL 10-19 (04/04/7B) BILL 14-40 (07/20/82) BILL 19-32
(02/12/87) '
Bill 10-58 (08/2B/78) BILL 14-43 (07/07/82) BILL 19-37
(03/26/87)
•
Bill 11-20 (03/19/79) BILL 15-08 (01/27/83) BILL 19-47
(05/17/87)
Bill 11-35 (02/16/79) Bill 15-50 (04/19/83) BILL 19-67
(07/26/87)
Bill 11-57 (03/15/79) BILL 16-34 (01/20/84) Bill 20-21
(02/02/ 88)
Bill 12-39 (04/02/80) BILL 16-35 (02/13/84) BILL 20-42
(03/08/B8J
Bill 20-72 (06/29/BB) BILL 21-20 (01/10/89) Bill 21-26
(01/10/B9)
BILL21-29 (01/17/89) Bill 21-30 (01/17/89) Bill 22-08
(I I/28/89)
,
• BILL 22-13 (12/05/89) BILL 21-18 (01/09/90) Bill 23-14
(01/24/91)
BILL 23-49 (06/09/91) BILL 23-50 (06/09/91) Bill 23-70
(OB/25/91)
.
BILL 24-16 (12/01/91) BILL 24-17 (12/01/91) Bill 25-06
(I0/22i92)
BILL 25-46 (05/31/93) BILL 26-03 (11/IB/93) BILL 26-34
(03/24/94)
Bill 26-58 (06/12/94) Bill 26-59 (06/12/94)
BILL 26-6B (07/ 31/94, 6.05.2.C&D) Bill 26·68 (07/31/94,
6.02.2A.4)
Bill 27·23 (12/B/94, 602.2.D, 6d5) Bill 27-35(12/8/94,
607.C&El
Bill 27-36 (12/8/94, 605.l.E), Bill 27-37 (2/2/95) (602.1)
BILL 27-46 (02/09/95), Bill 27-82(06/18/95, 602.1 CJ, Bill
28-19(11/30/95)
Bill 31-63 (09/16/99J,.Blll 31-40 (06/30/99), BILL 32-08
(1/11/00)
Bill 31-40 (08/03/99), Bill 32-11 (02/28/00), 32-18
(02/25/00), 32-81 (09/12/00)
Bill 33-12 (02/13/0i ), Judicial Decision .(09/06/01 ), Bill 3413 (09/l 5/01)
BILL 34-44 (05/31/02) Bill 33-76 (05/31/02), Bill 35-106
(09/04/03)
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DANA DELAPI
Columnist

Find out what's worth your
time when you:re out of cla.ss.
Don't stay home - GET OUT!

Thursday Oct. 2
Orlando is hosting its first Latin
invasion. Don't get me wrong, there
have been Latin performers before,
but not like this. The first all-female
tango group comes to Universal
CityWalk's Latin Quarter. The performance marks
the first time an
all-girl
tango
group has ever
performed in the
United
States.
Las Damas del
Tango will per, form two free 40minute sets from
8:30 p.m. and
9:30
p.m.
Thursday. The
rhythm and tango is spicier than the
food at Latin Quarter. Grab your
favorite tango partner and heat up
the night.

Friday Oct. 3
I just love baseball. It's the great
America pastime. The Marlins may
not be the best team, but' they're
from Florida. And, hey; they mad~ it
into the playoffs this year, and that
is something to be proud of. So, be a
die-hard baseball fan and take a
road trip down to Miami to see the
Marlins take on the San Francisco
Giants _at Pro Player Stadium.
Tickets start as low as $9 to see
quality teams compete for a spot iJ:!
the National League Championship
Series. Call the Central Florida
Ticket Line at 407-839-3900 and get
your tickets today.

Saturday Oct. 4
So, if you took my advice and
went to the Marlins game yesterday;
you may not make it to the UCF football game against Buffalo. Yeah
right! You're a college student and it
is your duty to get out there and
show your school spirit. Technically;
you could sleep in the morning, but ,
who really wants to miss a good tailgate party? Head out to the Citrus
Bowl for the 6 p.m. kickoff. Keep
your fingers crossed that all the
cheering will bring the Knights a
golden victory.

Sunday Oct. 5

,

Who wants to be exploited? '
Since you're probably not raising
your hand enthusiastically; maybe 1
should try another way to ask the
question. Who wants to see punk
rockers·The Exploited at the House
of Blues tonight? Good, now I see a
few hands going up out there.
Tickets are $12 for a night of punk
mayhem that will also include the
aptly named Total Chaos. The doors
open at 6 p.m. and the show is
scheduled to start at 7 p.m. Call.407934-BLUE

Financial
freedom?·
Academic-minded
students are getting
more scholarship
money than they need
to pay college tuition
PATRICIA XAVIER
StaffWriter

Junior' Greg Eldridge has a
job and plays in a band. He
runs several Web sites, spends
time with his friends and goes
to 17 credit hours worth of
classes. Eldridge even belongs
to a computer programming
club at UCF. Like many of hi&
peers, Eldridge has a busy
schedule, so what makes his
situation unique? ·
He doesn't have to worry
about tuition. The 20-year-old
computer
science
major
receives more than $4,000 per
semester while attending UCF.
Like many universities
around the country; UCF
recruits students with unusual-

ly high levels of achievement in
hopes of raising the standard
of applicants the upiversity ·
receives each year.
Eldridge is one of those students.
In high school, Eldridge
became a merit scholar scoring
a 231 out of a possible 240 on
his PSAT. Add to that a GPA
that surpassed 4.0, several
advanced placement courses
and a high SAT score, and the
result is a student almost every
university in the country would
like to have.
Eldridge's
educational
resume did not go unhoticed.
Scholarship
committees
awarded him the prestigious
High Achievemen~ Scholarship
on top of his full Bright Futures
scholarship.
"I'm just really lucky l have
this opportunity;" he said. "I
can focus on other things,
because I don't have to worry
about paying for school."
·
Despite his good fortune,
Eldridge says he can relate to
students with financial difficulties, and he understands the

KASEY CERASAL.EI CEITTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE

,

Matt Fisher, a graduate research assistant at CREOL, receives full tuition as a fellowshipstudent working with ultra-fast lasers.

struggies his friends and peers
face every time tuition is
raised.
"I haven't had problems
with financial aid, but I'm definitely aware of the problems,"
he said. "I've had fr iends
who've had problems getting
financial aid, and I can see how

difficult it is for them."
Eldridge keeps repeating
the same word when describing himself: Iuclcy. He said the
only d9wnside ·is that all the
mo~ey he earns has to go
directly to school-related
expenses. .
"Yes, it has really allowed

'

'Plan B' pill catt prCvent pregnancy
tiqn pill "Plan B," commonly known as
the morning~after pill. This hormone pill
prevents pregnancy aft.er unpi:otected
inferoourse.
,
When taken correctly; "Plan B" is
about 85 percent · effective,- says
Maureen Schaffer, an advanced regis.tered nurse practitioner who has been
working-in the Student Health Center
since 1987. The pills must be taken
within 72 hours of intercourse.
"The fonger you wait, the less eff~
tive it is," said Schatter, who stressed
that students should get the emergency
contraception·as soon as possible.
• b;l order to receive emergency contraception, a female student must call

AMYDASSELL
Staff Writer

Many students know that abstinence
is the most effective protection against
pregnancy and sexually transmitted
diseases. Thos~ who choose to be sexually active usually rely on methods such
as condoms and birth control pill as
their protection. Sometimes, accidents
may happen, and students find themselves frantically searching for a
method of emergency contraception.
Fbr students at UCF, an answer can
be found at the Student Health Center.
UCF Student Health Services iS a
provider of the emergency contracep-

..

"[The emergency'
contraception
pill] never .
disrupts -an ·
implanted
fertilized egg.~
- MAUREEN SCHAFFER
ARNP, UCF HEALTH CENTER

Monday Oct. 6
Have you heard that eommercial
on the radio for Halloween Horror
Nights 13? The words "You ought to
be in pictures" freak me out, but the
music makes it worse. Still, having
actors chase you until you pee your
pants is one hell of a good time. This
year's feature character, the
Director, reels a mqvie of skewed
cinema and · horrific scenes. Get
your tickets early and pick a day to
get scared. Halloween Horror
N"ights 13 goes Qn through Nov. 1.
Who says a good scare can't be fun?
Call 877-284-00RY.

me to go to school, not take out
any loans and not have to
spend the money I earn from
work on school," he said.
"There is a downside because
it doesn't take care of everything. It's not like I can take the

BRETT HARTI t'ENTRAL RORIDA FUTURE

"Plan B," an emergency contraceptive pUI commonly referred to as the morning-after plO, Is availablethnlllf' the Student Health Center at a cost of $22 for UCF students.

~
0

•

.

1

and schedule an appointment with one
of the doctors or nurses at the health
center. The Student Health Center does
not prescribe the pills over the telephone.
Meeting with a nurse or doctor gives
them the opportunity to explain to the
patients the infol'lllation about the pill,
and to also make sure they have not had
additional unprotected sex within the
last month,· because that means they
are already at risk for pregnancy.
After receiving the "Plan B" prescription, the female immediately takes
one pill ancj then takes the second pill
12 hours later. According to nurse practitioner Patricia Stuart, who has been at
the Student Health Center for 12 years,
side effects may include nausea,
fatigue, abdominal discomfort, dizziness, menstrual changes, diarrhea and
vomiting. Stuart said that the patients
she prescribes the pills to do not normally complain of any side effects.
"Plan B" does not protect against
sexually transmitted diseases. If a student experiences symptoms related to
an STD, it is recommended that they
get tested.
If the female does not get her period
three weeks after she has taken "Plan
B," she needs to schedule an appomtment with the Student Health Center, as
there is a chance she may be p~.
Schaffer said that "Plan B"
s nO\
create an abortion;
"[The emergency oontraeeptfon p
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COURlYARD

.,,\\arraou
12000 Colauiate wav

11651 UniVersnv Boulevard

11101 Hlah Teeh Avenue

401-211-1616

401-513-9000

401-243-6100

• 123 Spacious Rooms
w/double Beds in
Most Rooms

• Complimentary Full Breakfast
Buffet

.• Courtyard Cafe Open for
Breakfast Daily

• Complimentary Social Hour
M-TH 5:30p - 7:00p

• Outdoor Heated Pool
and Jacuzzi
• 2 Me~ting Rooms for
up to 40 People

• 105 Fully Equipped Suites

• 99 Fully Equipp~d Suites
\'

• Full Cable with ShoWtime
-·

• Outdoor Heated Pool, BBQ
Area·
• limited Maid Service

• Daily Housekeeping Service ·
• Pet Friendly

'

I

•·Room Service by Pizzeria
Uno's Restaurant ..

• High Speed Internet Access

for loot/, lashiQn and lilms/0Viedo Marketplace is your destination for fun!
•

After Hours For:molwear
American Eagle
Amy's Hallmark
Ann Taylor Loft
Auntie Anne's
Barbaro Nolan Market Research
Barnes & Noble Books~lers
Barnie's Coffee &Tea Co.
Bath &Body Works
Bed Bath &Beyond
Ben & Jerry'.s
Bobby Allison Wireless
Bor-lam Oriental
· Bourbon Street Candy Co; ·
Brooksione
Burdines
Burdines Salon .
Carlton Cards
Casual Corner/Petite Sophisticate
Cha Cha Coconuts
Chdmberlin 's Market & Cafe
Champs Sporting Goods
Charlotte Russe
Chick Fil-A '

' '

Citizen's Bank of Oviedo
· Claire's Accessories
Dillard;s
Dollar Tree
Electronics Boutique
Express
Footlocker
Footlocker - KIDS
Footlocker -IADIES
For Your Entertainment (FYE)
Gadzooks
Gap/Gap Kids
Geneml Nutrttion Center (GNC)
Goctiva Chocolatier
· Gordon's Jewele~
Gymboree
Heaven~ Perfumes
Icing by Claire's ·
Jos. A. Bank
Journev.s
K*B Toys
~ay's Jewelers
Kelly's Cajun Grill
Kirkland's

•

•

11.'- ·

NOW OPEN!

Ctdating legacies Scrcipbook Store
Aorettztt's ltolicm (ofe
,, Pi tcek Phgtogr phy
DHl's Mbow
South
Restaurant & Bdr
.
'
-

Jeans Cerdf!r
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la Maison Diamonds
Limited Too
Marks &Morgan Jewelers
Master.Cuts
Master Wok
Merle Norman Cosmetics
Nail El~e
Optical Oudet
Oxford Jewelers
Pacific Sunwear
Payless ShoeSource
Pearle V'ISion
Pie_rcing Pagoda
Pizzeria-Regina
Planet X
Prim~! Accenls
Radio Shack
Rave
Regal Gnemas 22
' Regis Salon
Rm Camero
Santiago's Mexican Express
Sarku Japan
Sears

,

, •

. r

Sears Auto Center
Select Comfort
Smoothy Bee
Spencer Gifts
Sports Fan Attic
· Subway
Sunglass Hut
The Children's Place
The Shoe Dept.
Tinder Box
T-Mobile
Trade Secret
USS Extreme
Victoria's Seerel
V'rtamin World
Wet Seal
Zales

fT ..-

•
•
www.ovtetlomorketplace.com
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ealth center provides
'Plan B' pill, support

very comfortable one. advise them the visit is my situation," the junThey understand that confidential and what ior said. "They made
never disrupts an it can be a very embar- they tell me is confiden- me feel comfortable
implanted fertilized rassing situation and tial."
and
well-informed
egg," Schaffer said. they try to alleviate
A student who about all aspects of
She added that emer- these feelings and recently had to obtain emergency contracepgency contraception is fears. ·
emergency contracep- tion."
not intended for abor"I try and reassure tion was very pleased
Schaffer also said
tion purposes.
students who are nerv- with her experience at that education is the
The nurses and doc- ous or embarrassed," Student
Health most important aspect
tors strive to make the Stuart said. "I try to Services. "Everyone at in regarc;Is to not only
experience for any · address all of their con- the UCF health center methods of emergency
female seeking emer- cerns which are caus- was so friendly and ' contraception but regugency contraception a ing them worry. I also understanding about lar methods of contraception as well. When
females come to the
health center seeking
emergency contraception, it gives doctors
and nurses the opportunity to better ·educate
them on other methods
o'f contraception, so
they .a re protected on a
continuous basis.
· "Students
must
remember that is the
responsibility of the
nurses and doctors to
create a comfortable,
non-judgmental atmosphere that provides
and
information
awareness, ... and that
they know they can
come back in if there
.[are] any problems,"
Schaffer said.
One prescription of
"Plan B" costs $22.
Students wishing to
make an appointment
to obtain the pills can
call UCF Student
BRITT HART I CENTRAL FLORIDA FUTURE
Health Services at 407FROM

B6 '

"Plan 8" prevents pregnancy after unprotected intercourse, though only if taken within 72 hours.

823-2701

Families join UGf·community this wee~end.
giveaways. According to their counts on food and beverages
Web site, Late Knights "has and a Jumbotron showing other
been a great success and con- 1 collegiate games. The festivities
If there's a dramatic tinues to attract over 2,000 stu- will culminate with "Knight
increase in the number stu- dents at each event. Family March" at 2 p:m. when fans will
dents frantically trying clean Weekend . . . last. fall was our watch as the Knights march to
their apartments, dorms or largest turnout." From 9 p.m. to the stadium.
houses, it's probably a good 2 a.m. in the Student Union and
· UCF Football returns to the
indication that UCF's Family Recreation and Wellness Citrus Bowl this Saturday to
Weekend is here. This annual Center there will be activities play Buffalo. Kickoff is schedtradition is welcomed by some such as movies, face painting, a uled for 6 p.m. Cheer on your
students and dreaded by oth- hypnotist, laser tag and much Knights for free with a UCF ID.
ers. Whichever it is, this week- more.
.,
St. Luke's Lutheran Church
end is packed with activities for
UCF Men's Soccer has two will the host UCF SYmphony
everyone to enjoy, as long as the conference games during Orchestra concert at 8 p.m.
refrigerator is clean.
Family Weekend. The ga'.mes Saturday. It is free to all.
Here is the schedule of will be played at the UCF
Family Weekend 2003 GOLF
events for Family Weekend, Soccer Field on Friday at 7 p.m. Tournament, organized by the
which lasts from Oct. 3-5:
against Jacksonville and LEAD Scholal'.S Program, is
UCF Wmd Ensemble will be Sunday at 1 p.m. against scheduled for Sunday. All of the
held on FridaY, Oct. 3 at 7:30 Stetson. Come and support tournament's proceeds will ·
p.m. in the Visual Arts UCF soccer. Admission is free benefit the students in the proAuditorium. This free event will with a UCF ID.
gram.In previous years, thoualso showcase conductor
Fan Faire at Tinker Field will sands of families have particiRichard Greenwood.
be held before the football game .pated in the activities. With the
Late Knights is also sched- on Saturday at 3 'p.m. It's free increase in students attending
uled for Friday. The event will with a game ,ticket or UCF ID. UCF, this year's turnout could
provide free food, . games and There will be live music, dis- , be record bre~g.
VANESSA PASTORE
Staff Writer
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We'll take you to "The House"
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AL-L- ABCLL.,- c.01-L-EGE

1 2024 Royal Wulff Lane
Orlando, FL, 3281 7 ·

407-277-4007
www.univers.i tyhouse.com
info@uhalafaya.com

· CoH.H.u...t"-i:LT'Y Fi=Atu..R.ES

Business- Center w/Fax, Computer &Copier • Game Room • 24 Fitnes~ Center • Bdliards
High Speed Ethernet • BasketboH Court • Sand Volleyball Court • Two Sparkling Swimming Pools
Car Wash • 24 Hour Emergency Maintenance • Professionally Landscaped Grounds
UCF Shuttle • Covered Parking • Wireless Internet at the Pool
A-P-AR-IM.ENT AME:NIT:CES
Individual Alarm Systems • Berber Carpef • Ceramic Tile Entries • Cable TV w/HBOs
Cei1ing Fans• Utdities Included• · Washers/Dryers• Kitchen Pantries'
Carpeting & Designer Colors • Wood Floors • White-on-White Kitchen Appliances
Frost Free Refrigerators with Ice Makers Miaowaves • Dishwashers • large Patios • Mini Bhnds

Assistance

Grand Opening
"Pr-~·

Ccu-~V~

Duffy's.Subs

120 Alexandria Boulevard Suite #12
Oviedo, Florida, 32765
(close to City Hall) ·

OVER ONE MILLION FAMOUS
PHILLY CHEESESTEAK SUBS
SOLD SINC E 1989
Come find out w h at UCF's been talking about

Dominica • Grenada • Guyana • Haiti
Jamaica • Puerto Rico • Trinidad & Tobago

WE OFFER:

.

,

CHECK OUT OUR DAILY SPECIALS!

• Ackee • Beef Patties • Caribbean Sodas
• Chicharron De Harina • Couronne
• Crix •Excelsior Crackers • Foska Oats
• Hard Dough Bread · Klim •Jerk Seasoning
• Macarel · Pepper Sauce • Spiced Bun • Hot Peppers .

$3.99
GIANT PHILLY
EXPIRES 10/15/03

Plus Many Morel

4 07 - 6 7 9 - 2 4 4 8
10042 UNIVERSITY BLVD

'

One m ile west of UCF corner of Dean Br
University behind Discount Auto Parts

~-- --- -------------------------

Phone: (407) 365-4779
;/

~eaturing,
RISTORANTE

e;i:_

PIZZERIA

407-282-4000

KASEY CERASALE I CENTRALFLORIDAFUTURE

• Costa Rica's Rnesf
Gourmet Coffe6-Cate Brill
• A Wide Selection of Gourmet Teas
• Organic Coffee and Tea Avollallle
• Gourmet Desserts & Breakfast
~. Relaxed, Elegant Atmosphere
• SOfas & Tables

Across From UCF .

Students queue up outside Financial Assistance, waiting to see a financial aid representative.

In the UC7 Plaza

No ,out-of-pocket cost
for some.UCF students
FROM B6

money and do whatever I want
- I still have to work."
Due to his academic achievements, Eldridge had many
opportunities when it came to
which school he would attend.
He said he is happy he made the
decision to come to UCF and he
finally feels challengecj. by some
courses.
1
"I found that as I'm getting
into the higher math [classes]'
it's a lot more difficult," he said.
1"I would also say that Chinese
is the biggest challenge I've
had. It's challenged and interested me more than anything
I've done in school. But it's also
the most rewarding class I've
ever had, because it's a totally
different experience. "
While about 60 percent of
#·
the student population receives
some form of financial aid, the
number · of students receiving
enough aid to surpass their
educational expenses is small.
Matt Fisher is in that minor.Uy. A second year graduate student at the Center for Research
and Education of Optics and
Las~rs, Fisher receives more
than $25,000 a year to help
' cover his educational needs. ·
Fisher said that after he
graduates, he plans to either'
work with high-powered lasers
doing material studies in industry or work ·in a government
laboratory. He said he chose to
attend UCF because CREOL
simply had the best program
available for his field of study.·
"There are only three institutions in the nation that offer a
doctorate in Optics," Fisher
said. "I firmly believe that
CREOL is the best of the three.
Also, I made the decision based·
on my research adviser Dr.
Graig Siders."
Unlike Eldridge, education

Open Until 4:00am
Thursday, Friday, & Saturday
11:00am - 4:00am
Sunday through Wednesday
11:00am - 2:00am .

was a challenge for Fisher.
"I suffered from a lack of
focus in my youth," he said. "My
first year in college, I failed out.
I didn't do so well in high school
· either ... Then I joined the Nav.y
for eight years and figured that
I had my act together enough to
benefit from a college education."
·
Fisher says he still finds
some courses that challenge
him.

Free Delivery
All Menu Items Delivered
$9.00 Minimum

'

"Currently; I am taking a
class called Nonlinear Optics
with Dr. George Stegeman. It's
quite a bear."
Fisher said he has seen .
many changes both positive and
negative since he was an undergraduate.
"I work harder and this
school is much larger, and
sometimes it seems a little
impersonal," said Fisher. "I am
having a lot of fun though, and I
am certain I made the right
decision in UCF and CREOL."
Student Financial.Assistant
Director Lisa Minnick said that
UCF and other institutions
strive to seek candidates like
Eldridge and Fisher because
they raise the standards for the
entire university.
"Every institute of higher
learning strives to have a student population that is involved
academically; as well as in its
many organizations and activities," Minnick said. "This
strengthens the academic
standing of the university and
promotes a favorable environment for learning."
Eldridge and Fisher both
said that even though they are
in a unique situation, they
appreciate the · opportunities
that their scholarships have
provided them.
"It's a great opportunity for
me financially and with my edu-.
cation," Eldridge said.

. The Dragon Court restaurants offer a selection of house specialties and
traditional Chinese favorites to please any and all palates. We are proud to
serve the fi nest entree's using the freshest meats, seafood, and ~egetables.

Come join us for our excellent lunch specials
starting at just $4.95-t,,
_......_,.,__.,,__--.~-----

*Served Monday through .Saturday, 11am to 3pm.

All of us at The Dragon Court wish the Faculty,
Staff, and Students a safe and successful
Fall semester.
We look forward to another great year
serving the UCF community!
Tuscawilla Bend Shopping Center
2200 Winter Springs Blvd, Suite 115
765
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ADD·DN

WILD
WEDNESDAY
581/o OFF

A Frosty
B·Pack
· of beer

All Regular Priced
Menu Hems
(4:0Dpm - B:OOpm
CARRY OUT DNlY

s511

ICF.

OVIEDO

407-658-2443
UCF ID SPECIAL

ONf lARGf
ONf TOPPING

Sli99
·

Redeem this ad to receive an additional
81.00 on your next order (810 min.)
Ocoee • 829 Goodhomes Rd. • 407-447-2443

CHOICE OF ONE:

Wonton Soup
(Chicken & Shrimp)
or
Thai fried crab ball
or
Small mixed salad

Spicy Pork Bamboo-shoot

863 N. Alafaya Trail
Waterford Lakes Town Center

407~382-8201

Dine-in and take-out available. ·
Mon-Sat l lam-! Opm, Sun 12pm-9pm

Ovi~~i-~;9~~~:~

•

11662 UNIVERSITY BLVD.
ORLANDO, FL 32817

1 Oo/o OFF

TO All STUDENTS/FACULTY MEMBERS
with ID

OPEN 24 HOURS ON FRIDAYS & SATURDAYS
SUNDAY - THURSDAY 6am - 11 pm
FRIDAY & SATURDAY All Day 24 hours

•

-

.
Dine In or Drive Thru
1/3 Lb. - 100% Black Angus Burgers
6 Different Charbroiled Chicken
Sandwiches • Baked Potatoes • Salads
Hand Dipped Milkshakes

CHOICE OF ONE: .

or
Salmon w/ginger soy
sauce
or
Shrimp Chu-chee

University Palms Shopping Plaza
4250 Alafaya Trail, Suite 200

10Wings
Ranch
Celery
Reg. Fries
& Soft Drink

Chicken
Finger Basket

UCF Students &Facunv s1.oo OFF
anv CODlbO w/valid UCF ID
VOTED BEST BURGER
IN ORLANDO

2001,2002,2003

Look for our new late hours

Cf.
~

We Accept Visa, Master Card, American Express cl Discover

11556 University Boulevard
~7-736-0040
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Shuttles Runs from 2:00pm - 1O:OOpm
· Approximately Every Hour fro~ .
Pegasus Landing and Pegasus P9inte.
Reserve Your Seat By Calling 407-926-27q8

ALL STUDENTS WELCOME
- with Valid Student 1.D.

PEGASUS LANDING
UCF AFFILIATED HOUSING ·

12440 Golden Knight Circle· Orlando, FL 32817

. 1-888-999-6955
'

PEGASUS POINTE
UCF AFFILIATED HOUSING

PEGASUS LANDING
12440 (3olden·Knight Circle• Orlando, FL 32817

2635 College Knight Court • Orlando, FL 32826

1-888-999-1580

1-888-999-6955

Visit Us For A tour or
Apply On-Line
www.c~ll~gepark.org/ucf

